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COGIC meet nears end
Bishop J. 0. Patterson receives an
honorary doctorate of philosophy
from Trinity College and Seminary
et Springfield, Ill. The presentation
is being made by Dr. Arena C. Mal-
lory, President of the College, and
libe Rev. Charles Blake of Los
Angeles, California, who is on the
Board of Directors of the Charles
Harrison Seminary. Directly behind
Bishop Patterson is Rev. Leonard
Lovett, Dean of C. H. Mason Semi-
nary in Atlanta, Georgia, and Rev.
Jessie Ellis of Pentacostal Temple.
Seated is Rev. Blake's father, Bish-
op J. A. Blake of California.
Mother Ann L. Bailey and Bishop J. if Patterson
greet a crowd of more than 15,000 during the open-
ing day ceremonies of the 64th Convocation of
The Church of God In Christ. Bishop Patterson
heads the Organization and Mother Bailey is
head of the Women's Dept. From Detroit, Mother
Bailey is responsible for many of the Church
Women's activities. The Sunday meeting was held
in the Mid-South Coliseum.
Possibly the largest crowd ever to
be seated in the Mid-South Coliseum.
was last Sunday when the Church of
God In Christ had its Official day
ceremonies for its 64th opening A-
vocation. More than 15,000 members
attended and many more were turn-
ed away. (Photos by Withers)
Honor Bishop Patterson with jeweled cross
Every year tkey come to
Memphis, every year in
Mason Temple, where lies
the founder of their church,
they vocally testify their
love for Jesus. The mem-
bers of the Choral, of God
In Christ are bolding their
Oath a n nual Convocation
this week. Not only has this
convocation meant spiritual
uplift for the city, it does
quite a bit financially also.
In a letter to the church
from James C. Wood,
director of the Memphis
area Chamber of Commerce,
he estimated (kat the annual
meeting is worth about $2
million to the city econo-
my Woods who is director
of the Chamber's conven-
the Official Day ceremonies
of the 64th annual Convoca-
tion bureau. He added that
all available rooms in and
near the downtown area,
have been taken, and the
bureau, which handles totel
and motel accommodations
for the Convocation, is be-
ing forced to house dele-
gates in extreme outlying
areas of Memphis.
In 1907, the Church of
God in Christ was founded
by the late Bishop Charles
Harrison Mason in Lexing-
ton, Mississippi. A cotton
Gin Louse was the site of the
first meetings. The national
headquarters were located
at 392 South Wellington. In
1940, the Areet, then South
Fifth, was named Mason St.
in honor of the late Bishop
Mason who died in Novem-
ber of 1961. His body is in-
terred in a shrine in the
foyer of Mason Temple.
Biskop J. 0. Patterson.
Sr. is the current head of
the church. He was elected
for a four year term in
1968. He is the father of
City Councilman and
State Senator J. 0. Patter-
son, Jr. The Bishop is pas-
tor of the Pentecostal Tem-
ple Church of God In
Christ.
Bistop Patterson is also
a prominent businessman.
He founded the J. 0. Pat-
terson Funeral Home and
the Tennessee Funeral and
Burial Insurance Co. The
funeral home is run by Ar-
thur Mason, one of the late
Bishop Mason's sons.
The theme of this year's
convocation is "Holiness Is
The Only Answer." The na-
tional director of public rela-
tions for the Oturch of God
In Christ, the Reverend W.
L. Porter, said, "never be-
fore has the demand for
accommodations for the Con-
vocation cauSed hotels and
motels to fill up this early."
Rev. Porter said that the
over flow would be housed
in more time 2,000 private
homes made available by
Memptians.
Delegates f r om across
the country and eleven fore-
ign countries are attending
this years convocation. The
Church is made up of more
than 3,000,000, mostly black
members in 7,000 churches
In the U. S. and 465 abroad.
It is the world's largest
Black Pentecostal organiza-
tion.
The Convocation is a reli-
gious and spiritual gather-
ing. Business sessions are
interspersed with prayer
and worsk.ip Services. Daily
reports are made from the
various departments of the
Church. P I ans will be
Hulbert's new book may become college text
Mr. James A. Hulbert,
Memphlan, long time Col-
lege Professor and Foreign
Service Officer, has recently
published a book, "An Intro-
duction to Libr ary Ser-
vice", publisted by the Ex-
position Press, New York —
and recommended as a col-
lege textbook.
Mr. Hulbert received hi.s
early education at LeMoyne
in Memphis .. in Chicago
... at Morehouse Academy,




graduate school at Hampton
in Virginia, the University of
Chicago a n d New York
(School of Library Service)
where he received the Mas-
ters degree in that same
field and was in the doctor-
ial program also at New
York University.
His experience has been
chiefly in college libraries,
including Atlanta University,
Talladega College and Vir-
ginia State College.
Mr. Hulbert went to Paris
in 1951 witen he joined the
American Staff of the United
Library, which he later
headed as Director at the
Paris Embassy. In 1957, aft-
er another year at Atlanta
University, he returned to
government service abroad
and was assigned to Dacca,
East Pakistan where he was
Director of Library Services
in East Pakistan (near the
Bay of Bengal). He also
taught library science for
five years at Dacca Univer-
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sity and found his total ex-
perience most rewarding,
even though library poverty
was extreme. He has plso
written articles for the Li-
brary Journal and Library
Quarterly, Research Librar-
ies and has given papers in
London (USIS) and Toulouse
JAMES A. HULBERT
University in France as well
as at many American col-
leges.
The author, very modest
in his accomplishments,
learned a great deal, not the
least of which was the rich
culture of Pakistan and the
beauties of the countryside
that has been so terribly
devastated in the recent
storms and wars.
Despite meticulous atten-
tion to details, Mr. Hulbert's
book remains fluent, read-
able and easy to understand.
It has been adopted by sev-
eral colleges and the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh wttose
Dean of the School of Li-
brary Service, Dr. Harold
LaLICOU r : writes: "Your
writing is clear and direct
and eminently readable. You
also have something of val-
ue to say in addition to say-
ing it extremely well. We
shall certainly use your
book in our introductory
course, but I see it particu-
larly useful in the new para-
professional courses which
are now being, as you know, 1.
developed in a number of
Places It should also serve•
to good purpose in the sev-
eral s-chools now, established
In Africa and the Middle
formulated for the election
of the presiding Bishop and
general officers of the.
Church in 1972.
One of the high points of
*is weeks activities was
tion held at the Mid-South
Coliseum. During that meet-
ing last Sunday, Nov. 14,
many were turned away at
the door and many of those
who got in didn't have seats.
The crowd of 15,000 mem-
bers literally rocked the
arena wit shouts of praise
the Lord. Bishop Patterson
spoke to the crowd and a
choir of 400 sang spiritual
songs.
Also during the program
Bishop Patterson was given
East as well as in India
and Pakistan. I will take a
copy with me %viten I return
to Ibadan in June for my
third year as External
Examiner. Anyway, congrat-
ulations on a good job. Har-
old Lancour, Dean. Those
were excerpts from many
letters received by the edi-
tor from educators.
Mr. Hulbert is no stranger
to old Mernphians, lie is the
son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Alex Hulbert (he is a well
known contractor in Mem-
phis whose works still stand
out here as a monument to
him). He is the father of
three daugkters (two grad-
uates of the American Uni-
versity of Beirut in the Mid-
dle East Miss Marilyn
Hulbert, now in Foreign Ser
vice, following in the foot-
steps of her father in Jakar-
ta, Indonesia ... Marguerite,
a French teacher in Jakar-
ta and Monique in school in
.New Jersey.
After retirement, Mr. Hul-
bert came to Memphis
where his wife, the former
Miss Jewel Gentry (teacher
at Manassas High Satool)
Both Mr. and Mrs. Hulbert
are associated with the
Memphis World.
a gold cross embeded with
rubies by the members of
his C h u rch, Pentecostal
Temple. The members do-
nated heirlooms to be melt-
ed for some of bte gold in
the cross.
On Wednesday, Novem-
ber 17, at 9:00 am, devotion-
al services will be held at
Mason Temple. At 11:00 am
a General Assembly will be
held as Bishop Patterson
will speak. At 5:00 p.m. an-
other assembly will be held
and 1:00 a.m. Parish Serv-
ices will be held.
On Thursday, November
18. at 9:00 a.m. devotional
services will be held direct-
ed by Bishop S. M. Crouch,
At 11:00 am, a General As-
sembly will be held and an
address will be given by
Bistop Patterson.
Cake cutting...
In the foreground, John H. Sengstacke (president
and publisher of Sengstacke Publications), Audrey
McGhee (Tri-State secretary) and Linda Mc-
Worter, a guest at the Tri-State Defender's 20th
anniversary celebration, all cut the cake which
featured the Anniversary headline. See page 11
for more photos.
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The West Tennessee IA-
brary Association met on
Saturday. Nov. 6. 1971 from
9:30 a.m. to 12 noon. at the
Main Library of tase Mem-
phis Public Library and In-
formation Center, 1850 Pea-
body. Mr. Tom Raines. Pres-
ident Elect opened the ineet-
ing and greeted the librari-
ans and guests to the Win-
ter Meeting of the W.T.L.A.
The theme of the meeting
was 'Today's Youth Look
At Libraries."
The highlight of tase meet-
ing was a panel di,cussion.
by four (4) students center-
ed arcund the theme. The
main thoughts that the li-
brarians wanted the students
to bring out were to express
Can You Get It At The Li-
brary' and "Tell It Like
It Is in Si.00l. Public and
West Tenn. Library elects officers
College Library Services."
The panelists were frank
in their discussions: Barbara
Bullock. a 9th grader at
White Station High School
stated that her "school li-
brary has offered most of
the material i.e.e needs in
her everyday school life "
Jo Ann Moore of Tech
High School this year talked
about her experiences a a
Student Library Assistant at
Bellevue Junior High School
last year. She stated: "Stu-
dents could he motivated
more to study and do re-
search on their own rarough
their subject teachers in ad-
dition to the guidance of the
librariau.s. Jo Ann suage,ted
through atidio-visual media.
channels othea than the Edu-
cational Channel 10. at.ould
include more movies made
from books such as biogra-
phies, classics, etc.. which
would be enjoyable and as-
sLst in their home work.
Gary Greendield of White
Station High School said that
he found his library to he
"Excellent wilt adequate
facilities but would like to
have more books in the "Col-
lege Board Section:" Mere-
dith Kraike of Memphis
Academy of Arts who receiv-
ed her high school and col-
lege training in California,
expressed her ideas about
books and reading thus:
"Librarians and teaciers
must find ways to turn
young people on to books."
She favors contemporary au-
ttors and readings. It was
the consensus of the panel
that the overall reading lev-
el, in the high schools should
be updated and puality adult
books should be added to the
high sotool library.
Comments from some of
the librarian's present were:
-The ;,chool library provides
the basic research and sup-
plementary information for
subject work of the student."
"The Public Library assists
In supplementing research
for high schools." "Opinions
of parents in supplying books
for atudents is necessary."
"The librarian's duty is to
Push lor_rnare freedom in
reading for young people in
updating their reading."
"Children arm(' with read-
ing." The panelists sad the
librarians ended the meeting
with reneaed zeal to 'Turn
On With Reading."
In the business meeting of
the W.T.L.A., Mr. Van
Veetch of Jackson, Tenn.
presided far the election of
new officers as follows:
President. Mr. Tom
Raines, Literature, Pkiloso-
phy & Religion Dept. of







Freuler of the Shiloh Re-
gional Library:
Treasurer. Mrs. Wilma
Hend:icks of Jackson State
College, Jackson. Tenn.
Mr. Lamar Wallis, direc-
tor of the Memphis Public
Libraries and past president
of Tennessee Library Asso-
Fisk Jubilee singers plan
JFK Center concern show
The Fiak Jubilee Singers.
celebrating their one hun-
dredth anniversary this year,
aid give an important con
cert on December 2, 1971,
in Washington. D. C. a' the
John F. Kennedy Center 'or
the Perterm na .-arts. The
announcement was made to-
day by spckesmen for the
Singers at Fisk University.
The ..onetrt will be spon-
sored by Afro-American Mu-
sic Opportunities Associa-
lion. Inc. oi Minneapolis,
Minnesota as another event
in X the continuing Year of
Jubilee, commemorating the
centennial observation of the
first Jubilee Singers' na-
tional, then international
Nash. Race Relations
center to expand staff
The new executive direc-
tor of Race Relations Infor-
mation Center in Nashville
has announced expansion of
the center's publication and
reorganization of the editori-
al staff.
Jim Leeson, isbo was
elected executive director by
the RRIC board on Nov.
said the semi-monthly news-
letter, Race Relations Re-
porter, will be expanded to
include six magazine-size
editions a year. Leeson also
is editor of the center's pub-
lications.
'Beginning ,n January.
the first issue of "Race Re-
lations Reporter" every
Other month will be a 32-
page magazine, featuring
comprehensive articles re-
porting and analyzing racial
developments in the nation."
Leeson said •'Other issues
of the Reporter will continue
in newsletter form, keepina
our readers up-to-date ,on
the current rac al devePm-
ments." he said.
In a reorganization of the
editorial staff, Frye Gaillard
was named assistant eltor
for the magazine edition; of
Rate Relations Reporter,
Mrs. Pat Braden was ap-
pointed assistant to the di-
rector and will be assist-
ant editor for the newslet-
ter.
''The need for repartina
on race relations has chang-
ed consideralay since o u r
predecessor, Southern Edu-
cation Reporting Service.
began its coverage of school
desegregation back in 1954."
Leeson said. "In the 1950's
and 1960's, the job was one
of listing the day-to-day de-
velopments, primarily in ed-
ucation. But, today, the is-
sue of race relations has
spread into every aspect of
American life and activism
has begun in all the nation's
racial and ethnic minorities.
We not only have to report
the news events. we have to
analyze the Impact of what
no. happened .-
RRIC. with headquarters
in Nashville. publishes the
Reporter and special reports
on race, and offers an in-
formation service for news-
men and educators through
its extensive library collec-
tion on race. The non-profit
agency, which replaced
Southern Education Report-
ing Service (SERSI in 1969,
gathers and disseminate; n-
formation about race rela-
tions in the nation.
Leeson. who graduated
from Columbia University's
Graduate School of Journal-
ism In 1958. was with the As-
sociated Press before joining
SERS in 1960. Ken Morrell,
vice president and editorial
director of the Nashv'lle
Banner. served as Tennessee
correspondent for SERS
from 1961 until 1968. Dr.
Ernest Q. Campbell, Vander-
bilt University sociology pro-
fessor, collaborated with Or,
James S. Coleman of Johns
Hopkins Univers'ty on the
report "Equality of Educa-
tional Opportunity," which
has been used widely since
its release 'n 1966.
Gaillard. a native of Mo-
bile, Ala., graduated from
Vanderbilt University a n d
later worked a; education
and urban affairs reporter
for the Mobile Press Regis-
ter. He was with the Asso-
ciated Pre,s before join.na
RRIC in 1970. His freelance;
articles have appeared
The Progressive. South To-
day, New South, Kattala-
gete, The American Report.
Motive and The Indian His.'
torian. His RRIC articles
and special reports have
been widely reprinted. •
Mrs. Braden, a native of
Marshall County, Tenn., at-
tended Yale University and,
Tennessee State University,'
where she graduated with
"higher distinction." S h
also did graduate work al
TSU as a Southern Educa-





















"SOAVE MOVED TO A NEW PLACE
was listed in "Who's Who
Among Colleges and Univer-
sities." In 1969, she joined
RRIC as an editorial assi-t
ant for "Directory of Afro-
American Resources," pub-
lished for RRIC by R. R.
Bowker Co. of new York.
Open house
at Caldwell
The Principal and Facul-
ty of Caldwell Elementary
School, 230 Henry Avenue
will observe Open House on
Tue -day. November 12. 1971,
at the school from 7 p.m. to
8:30 p.m.
An interesting program
has been planned for your
enjoyment. All parents and




Millions of deprived chil-
dren need your help. Don't
close your mind to the prob-
lem because it seems too big
or hopeless. Open your heart
and think about the many
ways in which you can help.
Don't give up • give some-
thing: your time, your tal-
ents, your money. Help
UNICEF to give the world's
children a better chance for
a good life.
tour to raise X needed fun
to sustain the struggling,
new Nashville-based univer-
sity.
The Kenneay Center con-
cert will be the most im-
portant public appearance
since the principal centen-
nial concert which was held




vitations are being negotiat-
ed at the present time, ac-
cording to the Singers' per-
formance arrangements co-
ordinator, but it is the up-
coming Kennedy Center date
which can be considered the
hi ahlight.
In addition to tributes and
commendations received
from throughout the State
of Tennessee and the nation,
the Singers recently receiv-
ed a message from Presi•
dent 'Richard M. Nixon. who
said: "It is a great pleasure
for me to extend my hearty
,eingratulaticins to aln. Fisk
Jubilee Singeri cele,
brate their one hundredth
anniversary.
'The artistic tontribution
group of students has made
in bringing exquisite folk
songst o audiences through-
out the world is indeed
great and distinguished.
' "The Fisk Jubilee Singers
have contributed richly to
Fisk University.: o the cul-
tural heritage of this coun-
try and to the enrichment
of nations abroad.
"As the Singers continue
into the second century. I
am confident that their re-
cord of achievement will re-
main as laudable as the one
just ended. •
The Fisk Jubilee Singers
are acknowledged as t h e
first group to introdu:e theSp
musical mileu. The contri-
bution of the Spiritual to
music since the early Jubi-
lee Singers began their jour-
neyi s legendary. Arna Bon-
tempus, writer-in-residence
at Fisk University. and him-
self a poet and writer of in
ternational reputation, once
stated that although no one
rises to take a bow every
time the influence of the
Spiritual is sensed in con-
temporary music, one might,
do just that, with a grateful
nod toward the Jubilee Sin-
gers of Fisk University.
Matthew W . K ennedy, ,
musical director of ths
Singers and a former .
companist and soloist wal
the Singers, has chosen a
program of traditional Spiri-
tuals, usual favorites from
the repertory and new music.
composed expressedly for the
Singers on their centennial
anniversary.
Notable among the mu-.
ians asked to submit spe••...
scores were William Grant
Still, the deanof Afro.
American composers; Arthur
Cunningham, Fisk class of!
1951 andpresident of Cun-
195/ and- paesident of Cun-
pany of New York; Undine;
Smith,-Moore. natl.-class if
1926 and assistant professor'
of music at Virginia State
College; and David Baker,
professor of music at the
University of Indiana. Dr.
Still's -We Sang Our Songs,"
Mr. Cunningham's ' A Little
Love," and Mrs. Moore s•
"Lord, We Give Thanks for'
These, Thy Servants- were
given their world- -premiere
in Nashville on October 6th.
Mr. Baker's "Now That He
is Safely Dead,- and "The
Dream Boogie," will be,
heard for the first time in
Washington.
Tickets for the Fisk Jubi-
lee Singers' Kennedy Center;
appearan,,e on December 2.,
may be obtained by writing
the Kennedy Center Box
Office, 2700 F. Street, N. W„1
Washington. D. C. 20037.
Tickets are $10, $5.50, $4.50 .
$3.50 and $2.5e.
eLENDED WHISKEY • 86 PROOr• 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS 91971 CALVERT 51ST. CO., LOUISVILLE, NV.
Why doesn't some-
body else make a
whiskey taste soft?
Ws a free country.
It took us many years, thousands of tests and millions
of dollars to come up with a soft whiskey.
If somebody else wants to make a whiskey that
tastes as soft as Calvert Extra, they'll have to do it the
way we did. The hard way.
CALVERT EXTRA. THE SOFT WHISKEY.
elation mentioned the fifty
150) applicants for the state
archivist job which ate com-
mittee of T.L.A. Is screening
and will be recommended to
the State Commissioner of
Education, Commissioner E.
C. Stimbert. Ile also we 1-
(.011101 010 011 a
tour of the new library with
its new Complete Subject De-
partments: Art & Must c,
History & Travel, Literature
& Philosophy & Religion, So-
cial Sciences, Fiction-Popu-
lar, Audio-Visual, Children's
Dept., and the Student Cen-
tea.
Members of the West Tenn., Library Assn.,
who met recently were ti-r) Mrs. Wilma
Hendricks, Mrs. Beverly Freuler, Mrs.
Mr. Wallis stated the li-
brary has up to 960,000 vol-
ume capacity and lute cost
of the building was about
$2.5 million,
Coffee and donuts were
served. Mrs. Rayehelle Ly-
nom Carhee is Chairman of
Publicity.
Cleo Boyd and Mr.
this page)





Only A Few Of The
Many Styles Shown Above
Sensational Values Only $10.00
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Slate CBC centennial
Christian Brothers C'ollegc
is celebrating its Centennial
Year, has scheduled several
activit es in the next month
• which include inauguration
of its president and dedica-
tion of a new million-dollar
College Center. Most of the
Oentenary-related s V
during fall semeste'r will oc-
cur between now and Dec. 2.
Spring semester events- start
Feb. 11 with Homecoming
Weekend.
Memphis Mayor Henry
Loeb declared "CBC Week
in Memphis," as Nov. 15-21
in tribute to the .college's
century of contribution to
the Greater Memphis Area.
CBC President, Br. Malcolm
O'Sullivan, accepted a proc-
lamation in City Hall during
the Mayor's "Open House."
013C Week" ended on the
100th anniversary of the
founding of the college in
1871. A special banquet w:ih
several hundred persons is
planned Sunday nigh:. Nov.
21, at 7 in the new College
Center. Among those invit21
are Tennessee's governor
and other state officials, the
mayor and mayor-elect of
Memphis, city coun-q's-n
and councilmen-elect, other
city and county officials,
U. S. Congressmen, former
officials of t he c o 1 ege,
Brothehs of Christian Broth-
ers Schools in the U. S.,
Memphis Brothers, present
faculty and administrat on
and friends.
On Thursday Nov. 18.
CBC officials will be guests
of the meeting of the Indus-
trial Committee of 'the
Chamber of Commerce at
the University Club.
A CBC-hosted Theological
Seminar will be held on
campus. Saturday, Nov. 20.
Area theologians and inter-
ested p3r:ies will be guest;
of CBC at the meeting
whi.ti will feature a promin-
ent New York theologian,
Brother Gabe Morgan.
A "Young People's Night,"
for Mid-South high s.hool
students will happen on cam-
pus Wednesday nigh:, Nov.
24. The New World music
group of Memphis w: I en-
tertain.
CBC will present its first
Honors Convocation of the
academic year on Thursday,
Dec. 2. at 1 p.m. in the Col-
lege Auditor urn. Names of
those to be honored will be
revealed later.
Other events, speakers and
enterta:nment will be an
DEFENDER
flounced later, CBC's Cen-
tenary Year activities will
conclude with commence-
ment in the Mid-South Cali
scum, May 20.
N.Y.'s deputy mayor resigns
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Mayor John V. Lindsay announc-
ed :hat Deputy Ma -or Richard Aurelio will resign Dec. 6 to
"explore Iht: nationa political situat'on to assist me in iii•;er
mining what role I an best play. in 1972."
Aurelio, 42, became Deputy Mayor Jan. 1, 1970 and plc
viously had been a vice president of a public relations Irm. He
also had been an executive assistant to Republican Sen. Jacob
K. Javits for 10 years
Aurelio has been described as Lindsay's closest political
dv:ser.
Anti-busing resolution set
ATLANTA — (UPI) — The Southern Governor's Confer-
ence will get a "strong" anti-busing resolution for considera-
tion, it was learned.
Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace presented an anti-busing
resolution to conference delegates at a close luncheon, although
professing to a news Qonference that he wished somebody else
would do it.
Several other Governors have similar resolutions in mind,
and a committee is expected to take all of them into con-
sideration, then come out with a "strong" stand to be con-
sidered by the' governors before they adjourn today a source
close to Wallace said.
Hostesses with the mostess...
These energetic nogds at LeMoyne-Owen are members of
the LeMonett SocW and serve as the college's official
hostesses. The group is under direction of Mrs. Verna
Payne of the Student Financial Aid Ofrice. First row, left
to right: VonCeciel Woods, Joy Laverne Rogers, Mae F.
Harris, Georgetta Blackstone and Particle Dowell. Second
row, left to right: TOW Williams, Delores Coburn and
Linda Collins. Third row, left to right: Sandra Wilson,
Chyral Guinn, Helen Greene, Carol Sails, Gloria Boswell,
Marva Johnson and Mrs. Payne, and fourth row, left to
right: Dretha Torrance, Margaret Woods, LaVerne Walls,
Nellie Powell, Claretha Ellis, Diane Ilurth, Gloria Miller
and Bonnie Turner.
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Now we have further proof of why
everyone is making Furniture World
their first choice Furniture Showroom!
.... Just feast your eyes on this Famous Name Brand Bedroom Group.
.... What other Showroom could feature this ensemble at this low, low price?
.... Time and time again, Furniture World brings something great to your Life!
7 PIECE MEDITERRANEAN MASTER BEDROOM GROUP
• 80 inch Triple Dresser
• Twin Framed Mirrors
• King Size Chairback Bed
• 2 Commode Night Tables
• Door Style Chest-on-Chest
Here is a handsome bedroom group scaled to fit a big master bedroom ... the massive
triple dresser has 6 drawers and 3 trays concealed behind the center doors, the chest-on-
chest is 39" wide and 571/2" high, the king-size bed has a tall, impressive chairback head-
board with cane inserts and the pair of ,night tables are large two drawer commodes.
Each piece is master-crafted in a rich pecan finish with deeply sculptured details and au-
thentic hardware. We've never before been able to offer bedroom furniture of this style
and quality at a price even nearly this low. The sale is limited to present stock, we'll never
be able to offer these prices again when this is gonel
Delivered & Set-Up FREE!
. ..The Best Known,- Furniture Address in Town. 5010 Summer Avenue
ltiOXIMAMOntrfliMMitalattititi/MIEMPM,4143===irdial*




Judge W. Otis Higgs of
Shs.by Co u my Cren:nal
Court recently appeared on
the WD1A's Sunday Forum
hosted by Nat D. Williams.
Judge Higgs had some vs:
interesting views on black
politics in Memphis.
Early in the program
Judge 1-l4gs explained thai
he wasn't an expert on the
subject, rather he was a see
dent of politics and partici,
lar interest in black p
T h e discussim ceric
around the impact of tin
politics on the masses 0.
black peopie.
The first remarks Judie
'Higgs made were re.atei •
black politics in the city 4)1
Memphis as compared to the
rest of America. He stated,
"bas catty in Memphis and
Shelby County unlike most
parts of the country, we
have a racist society, and
this racist society eas an
effect on politics, educat on
and economics.
"Memphis Tennessee has
a pluralist type of seilitics.




"We have people of many
different viewpoints and phil-
osophies and principally 1
am referr.ng to white peo-
ple."
Judge }Legs said when
this city is confronted, or
whenever our politicians are
confronted solely on a ques-
tion of race, suddenly our
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OrCroat's Whet You Think
pluralist society becomes
monolithic. Whatever the
people are; they become one
on issues of race."
On the question of this
process be ng polarization
Mr. Higgs stated, "If the
city government is confront-
ed with this problem of race,
such as police brutality,
housing or whatever effects
the bread and butter issues,
the City Council becomes
p. lanced.
"The whites in the city
need to free their own men-
tality and be free thinking
on questions of race. With
this background in mind,
you must thrust the Black
politician into it
He declared Black poli-
ticians are not able to bring
about changes. He attributed
this to the fact that we live
n a racist society. You have
got to look at politicians dif-
ferently. The white masses
cannot operate from the
same point of view.
"The things that he is at-
tempting to accomplish f r
white people are so far re-
moved and so high upon the
list, that he cannot represent
whites and Blieks. Black
politicians demand a dif-
ferent approach. Blacks are
interested in things like
housing, police brutality,
poverty, jobs, low wages
and more jabs."
Higgs stated, "When you
equate a back politician
with wh -te politicians you're
going to find that the black
politician who speaks for
the masses of black people
is not necessarily represent-
ing in a racist society in-
stead he is subjugated."
-As long as black politi-
cians cannot bring about




NOW Listen to one of the most versatile shows on radio
6 P.M.-10 P.M. station WLOK with Frank's M., who's cool. dap and
loves to rap. So, rap sometime with Frankle M.
Mon ..at.
November 21 Celebrate World Fellowship with the YWCA at Its Inter-
national Family Dinner on 200 Monroe.12-3 P.M.
November
21-28
The 31st Annual Bible Week
Election of "Miss LeMoyne-Owen" at LeMoyne-OwenNovember 24 College
November 25
8 P.M.
Brother Strong Jr. and the Pearl Gospel Singers of
Moorehead, Mississippi will be in our city at the New
Sardis M. B. Church on Holmes Road in Germantown.
Rev. D. G. Gray, Pastor.
The Pearl Gospel Singers will appear at the New Shiloh
November 27 M. B. Church on Maywood in Orange Mound. Rev. Joe
Williams, Pastor. For more information call 274-0967.
The Beale Street Elks arli sponsoring their annual Blues
November 27 Bowl Game at Crump Stadium. For further information
concerning tickets, contact the Beale Street Elks, 526
Beale Street, Memphis. All proceeds will go to charity.
November
26-28
The Circuit Playhouse current production "Steambath"
will be presented on Friday, Saturday and ending Sun-
day. For reservations, call 284-7353.
540ft a Se, Sr44,
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The queen and her royal court...
WILLARD November 15 Bertrand Tri
Winner.; In the Miss Bertrand Contest
Lacy, Stephanie Mitchell, Kay Patton
Meharry,
Meharry Medical College,
in cooperation with Tennes-
see State and Fisk Universi-
ties, will sponsor an innova-
tive program designed to
help alleviate the shortage of
black professionals in the
field of health care adminis-
tration and planning, accord-
ing to Dr. Lloyd Elam, Me-
harry President.
"The shortage of manpow-
er in the areas of health
care planning and adininis-
tration has become more
and more clear," according
to Miss Jean Dorsett, direc-
tor and teacher pre:eptor of
the new program. "F r o m
this need has come a reali-
zation that health care ad-
ministrators and Planners
are needed with undergradu-
ate training as well as with
graduate degrees. Many ad-
ministrators have expressed
the need for undergraduate
level students to fill mean-
ingful. productive positions
in the health care system,"
she stated,
"Also," according to Miss
Dorsett, "the thrust of the
program is to reach minori-
ty groups because they have
not traditionally had an op-
portunity to administer or





Mng of health care systems
and projects that affest their
health care. This Meharry
program is filling in the
gap."
Miss Dorsett comes to
Nashville, with considerable
training and experience in
this field. from New York
City. She noted that. "This
is the only joint university
cooperative program of its
type serving a majority of
black students and involving
a medical college and two
undergraduate schools work-
ing together."
Miss Dorsett said. "A stu-
dent will receive an Asso-
ciate of Arts or a Bachelor
of Arts degree from either
of the two cooperating
schools. The program will be
located in the Center for Al-
lied Health Professionals at
Tennessee State. Meharry
will be responsible for all
courses in health care plan-
ri - ng and a.dministration, with
Tennessee State and Fisk
haying responsibil ty for the
basic college courses."
The team approach to
health care planning and ad-
ministration will be taught
with faculty and profession-
als from various disciplines,
as well as professionals in




Whitlow; (hack rovo Anita Tate,
Tarpley (junior queen), Natalie
related community agencies,
leading seminars. This will
give the students a good
foundation in related subject
matter.
.4cording to Miss Dorsett,
"The curriculum will be
structured in a new and
meaningful way in order to
reach health care delivery
for the twentieth century;
and, more importantly, the
program will go one step
further. That is, it will in-
clude methods which will
be used to teach how to suc-
cessfully apply the things
they learn."
Students will learn about
budgets; the implementation
of decisions and knowledg-
able, workable alternatives;
analysis of, and ways to
meet the needs and demands
of the public to be served,
as well as the needs and de-
mands for adequate health
care delivery as perceived
by the professionals.,
A student working for a
graduate degree may com-
plete his work with no loss
of credit even if there is an
interim period between de-
grees in his study.
Planning is underway for
the classes which will start
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tract students from all over
the country. Approximately
45 students will start the
first year.
The Department of Family
and Community Health at
Meharry, Dr. Leslie A. Falk,
chairman, will administer
the project grant for the
program. Dr, Benjamin
Page is curriculum develop-
er of health planning, and
Miss Shirley Ward is project
manager.
Miss Dorsett has an R.N.
from Harlem Hospital School
of Nursing, a B. A. degree
from City College of N e w
York, and an M.P.H. in
Medical Health Care Admin-
istration from the University
of Michigan: Previously she
was employed by the Martin
Luther King Health Center,
Bronx, N. Y., Harlem Hospi-
tal, and R. Hoe Co.. Bronx,
where she did industrial
nursing.
Dr. Page received a BA.
degree with a major in gov-
ernment from Harvard Uni-
versity; an M. A. and Ph.D.
in social philosophy from
Florida State University, Al-
so, he has a post doctoral de-
gree, M.S. in health planning
from Florida State.
This program is another
"first" for Meharry, which
is a leading model in the






tary school recently held its
annual Miss Bertrand con-
test, sponsored by the Chris-
tian Mothers Sodality of St.
Thomas Church.
Petite Kay Patton won the
title of queen at the end of
the contest, and little Eldra
Tarpley won junior queen
honors. The alternates in the
royal court were Shelia
Lacey, second alternate;
Stephanie Mitchell, first al-
ternate; Marva Overton,
fourth alternate and Lisa
Whitlow, third alternate. The
junior queens court consist-
ed of Anita Tate, second al-
ternate; Marcia Killebrew,
first alternate; Teresa
Boone, third alternate, and
Natalie Banes, fourth alter-
nate.
An honorable mention went
to Teresa Gipson for bring-
ing in the second highest




will present its fourth an.
nual "Evening of Splendor"
and "Mother of the Year"
contest. A fashion show,
sponsored by the school's
Ways and Means committee
will also be featured. Miss
Harry Mac Simmons, prin-
cipal of Magnolia School
will be the narrator for the
event. The gala program
will be held Nov. 21, Sun-
day at 7:30 p.m., in the
Father Be r trend School




Applications are being ac-
cepted for admission to the
second Optometric Techni-
cian class scheduled to en-
roll on January 3, 1972 at
the Southern College of Op-
tometry in Memphis. Stu-
dents who have successfully
completed one year of gen-
eral college course work (at
least 30 semester hours or 45
quarter hours) are eligible
to apply. Technician train-
ing at SCO consists of three
academic quarters (one aca-
demic year) of instruction
(lectures, laboratory and
clinic practicum) leading to
the Associate of Science de-
gree and designation as an
Optometric Technic ian.
Graduates will have a wide





100's of Men's Suits Made In
,Our Own UNION FACTORY
Will Be SOLD At Unbelievable
PRICES!
45 to '65\
ilk, Wool, All Wool Worsteds, Dacron-Wool,
star Blends--Belted, Patch Pockets, Double
Sizes 34 to 50.
PORT CO • TS
199"3495 $39"
Knits, Belted, Patch Pockets—All Colors
All Styles. Shop, Compare workmanship and vatuet.
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GREYHOUND.AND LEAVE THE DRIVING TO
IT COSTS NO MORE TO GO WITH THE LEADER. GO GREYHOUND





























































































































































Now that the dust is begin-
ning to settle on the votes that were
cast in Tuesday's elections across
the country, the political pundits
and wiseacres are interpreting the
results.
Some dismay has been regis-
tered because black voters in some
sections in Mississippi, Ohio and
Pennsylvania, were not able to get
their candidates in the winner's cir-
cle. 'There was no realistic chance,
according to most observers, for
Mayor Charles Evers of Fayette to win the governor-
ship of Mississippi.
There are those who regarded his race as an ex-
ercise in futility. I disagree. The very fact that Evers
was a vigorous, hard-working candidate who took the
campaign seriously helped to educate many blacks in
the political process, helped to lift, their horizons and
had a constructive impact on the white candidates who
did not dare indulge in the vicious race-baiting that
has characterized Mississippi politics for a century or
more.
There was a time not very long ago when a black
political hopeful in the deep south, and especially in
Mississippi, was considered either a lunatic or a co-
median. The day is gone forever.
In Cleveland, Mayor Carl Stokes sought to pull off
a professional political coup that has been achieved•by
other groups but rarely by black political leaders. The
bloc of blacks that followed him in support of the black
independent candidate Arnold Pinckney, after earlier
voting for a white Democratic candidate for mayor in
the primary, was not large enough to win the contest.
The divide and rule technique or balance of power
politics, however you wish to describe the ,Stokes'
strategy, did not work successfully this time. Neverthe-
less, you can be sure that the technique itself in some
areas will work. If racial prejudice were not so perva-
sive in our society such strategies would not be neces-
sary.
There were no surprises in Philadelphia where a
white candidate, Police Superintendent Rizzo, who de-
scribed himself as the "toughest cop in America" suc-
cessfully exploited the fears of the white majority over
the crime issue which has come to be associated with
black behavior. The citizens of Boston, on the other
hand, turned down the bid of the race-baiting Con-
gresswoman Louise Day Hicks and re-elected Mayor
Kevin White:
It was Mayor Richard Hatcher of Gary who inspir-
ed ul most. He won in a big way. Further he conduct-
ed his campaign on the highest plane and with greati
dignity. Mayor Hatcher is emerging as a national fig- 1,
ure ".cf great political promise. He is not confused'
abcidt blackness nor is he unmindful that in the long
run igood, sound, fair leadership will eventually over-
come a great deal of blind prejudice.
'From the details that are coming in on voting pat-
terns among our citizens it is clear that we still have
a great deal of political work to do where it counts
most, at the grass roots or precinct level.
Too many of us in the black communities around
the e.ountry are not registered and too many of us who
are registered do not bother to go to the polls on elec-
tion slay.
This is cause for grave concern. We cannot rest
our case on political rhetoric. Speeches can be excit-
ing but they do not alone make votes.
Secondly, it is clear that coalition politics which
has been advocated by Mayor Stokes and most of our
leaders is important. We do not have enough voters
in most areas to go it alone. Thus allies who share our
concerns and interests must be found amohg other
minority groups, regardless of past differences, to win
mutual advantages.
Finally, we must give special attention to black
youth. They should be encouraged to take a leadership I
role In politics at every opportunity.
•
Is this your church?
As I entered my church this morning
I saw so many empty pews,
I -toned up in the choir stand
There stood only a few
1,looked over on the mothers' seat
And there were only four,
/looked for the deacons
They weren't there, any more.
)lik the choir started singing
Their voices were clear and loud,
-As I sat there I wondered
That have happened to our crowd'
'he minister sat with his bead bow
ed
7A sad look in his eye,
The way he looked at the audience
Was enough to make one cry.
/re walked up to the pulpit
He read the twenty-third Psalm,
He bowed his head and said a pray
er
He'saag I will work until the day is done.
Why don't you go to church today
?
Why don't y0r4, go please do..
get your 0001 revived again
Black colleges
must survive
In this fourth in a series on LeMoyne-Owen College we are
looking at some of the problems being faced by the black col-
lege. We will also look at the contribution the school has made
to the Memphis Community.
• • •
In a recent statement released by the college some reasons
for support were made. One reason is the college works for
peaceful, constructive change where reason and sober judgment
take the place of rash judgment and hasty decisions. Last year,
$15,000 was raised for the UNCF in Memphis, but the UNCF
allocation to I.eMoyne-Owen College was $96,000. This year,
25% of the .Annual Fund will be allocated to the UNCF, to be
added to the national chest and redistributed among 40 mem-
ber colleges.
There are approximately 40,000 students enrolled in Le-
Moyre-Owen College.
Support of LeMoyne-Owen College and the UNCF will help
ease the faculty drain, through which many of the top black
scholars have been attracted to other institutions through high-
er salaries, benefits and other attractions.
Support of the college and the UNCF will enable. the col-
lege to attract more students. Current enrollment in the UNCF
colleges is up by 4% over last year, at a time when enroll-
ment in most private colleges is dropping. Enrollment at Le-
Moyne-Owen increased by 3%.
The success of the LeMoyne-Owen College Development
Program, through which a goal of $1,608,000 for a Science and
Mathematics Learning Center was over-subscribed, indicates
that an Annual Fund goal of $100,000 is not only necessary but
possible. At the rate of 4% return on investment by institu-
tions, an Annual Fund of 8100,000 is equivalent to income from
an endowment of $2.5 million.
Many colleges are operating with deficits, and are draw-
ing on endowments and capital funds for operating purposes.
At LeMoyne-Owen College, the total endowment and funds
functioning as endowment are less than $1 million.
While LeMoyne-Owpn College participates in several fed-
eral programs, and reaeives several fede al grants are mostly
for specified programs and activities an require institutional
matching funds. Thus the college needs additional resources to
attract these programs and funds.
And in conclusion, many foundations overlook the small
black college, or are highly selective in the program funded
and the institution helped. The future of LeMoyne-Owen Col-
lege lies primarily with its fr'ends and its immediate constit-
uencies — alumni and church.
Fisk, Stillman on top
The - St i 1 lman , College
Cross-Country team captured
second spot in the Stillman




of Nashville, Tenn., captured
t:,.e top spot, followed 1)
Stillman, Tougaloo College.
'Rust Co I 1 ege, Alabaina
A&M and Alabama State in
(hider of finish.
A Fisk runner's time of
23.58 an the 4.8 mile course
broke the old record held by
Ross Jenkins, a 1971 grad-
uate of Stillman. The meet
was Open to members of the
NAIA and NCAA.
Miss S t illnian, Lativia
Ray of Thomasville, Ga.,
presented trophi^s to the
top three teams and the top
10 fiM.91-.ers. The Invitational
Cross-Country M e et was
sponsored by Stillman in co-
operation with S ansing
Sporting Goods, and Harco




The Members of the New
Salem Missionary Baptist
Church, 955 So. Fourth, will
honor their pastor, Rev. W.
G. Williams, on the anniver-
sary of his twelve years of
faithful and dedicated ser-
vice to the community and
its church members.
The celebration, which will
be open to the public and
held on Nov. 28, at 3:00 p.m..
will be highlighted by a
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310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area
Black Caucus & Oberlin
Under a program, which is believed to be the first of its
kind in the United States. members of the Congressional Black
Caucus will be able to nominate from their districts up to 15
candidates a year for Oberlin, a liberal arts college in Ohio.
Oberlin has pledged to admit at least four of each Representa-
tive's nominees.
Oberlin has an enrollment of 2,600, a little more than 7
percent of which is black. Last month, the college established
as official policy the goal of increasing the number of minority
persons in the student body. faculty and staff to a percentage
at least equal to that of the national population. According to
the 1970 census figures, blacks constitute about 11 percent of
the nation's population.
Nominees whose names may be submitted by the members
of the Black Caucus must be blacks. Puerto Ricans, Mexican-
Americans or Appalachian whites. In addition, members of these
groups may continue to apply on their own. Oberlin will require
a nominee to have a high school diploma before entering the
college, rank in the upper 15 percent of his high school class
and take the standard Scholastic Aptitude Test.
Dr. Fuller. Oberlin's president said he would like to see
this program adopted on a wider basis by other schools. -He
said: "It is not so much we are favoring blacks over whites as
that we are ending the favoritism shown for whites."
Oberlin has a long record of acting in behalf of equality.
In 1833, one year after it was founded, the college's trustees
stated that students should be admitted irrespective of race.
Later, Oberlin became the nation's first coeducational college.
President Fuller said that the new program "is an effort
on our part to improve our visibility in the black community
and to make known our real commitment to double our black
minority enrollment."
Cause of reading failures
Why-Johnny-can't-read has been an issue that has disturbed
American educators for almost a quarter of century. Almost uni-
versally. the blame was placed on the pupil whose family back-
ground was too socially inadequate to contribute to the learning
process. Unlettered parents. broken homes. poverty and poor
housing have been frequently cited as primary factors in the in-
cidence of low-reading scores.
To-day, however, a different view is being advanced — one
that looks at the other side of the coin. A recent research report
released by the Council for Basic Education charges that the fail-
ure in beginning reading typical of inner-city schools "is the
fault not of the children or their background but of the schools."
The report lists conditions as common among the successful
schools and "usually not present in unsuccessful inner-city
schools." Strong academic leadership; high expectations with
regard to the potential achievements of the children; a good
atmosphere marked by "order, sense of purpose, relative quiet
'and pleasure in learning"; a strong emphasis on reading; the use
of additional reading personnel; inclusion of phonics as a
-method of teaching reading; individualization of instruction, and
:careful evaluation of pupil progress.
: The report cites four inner-city public schools—two in Man-
lattan, one in Kansas City, Mo.. and one in Los Angeles as hav-
'ing proved that reading achievement in inner-city schools does
:not have to be as low as it usually is.
The controversy is still raging over the causes of reading
failures among inner-city children and over —u7hether anything
i.)can be done to remedy the situation. The Council's report should
go a long way toward clearing a path to the resolut on of this edu-
cational dilemma.
More black guardsmen
In the midst of a torrent of criticism for its ineffective racial
-:policy, the Pentagon is now trying to soften its critics by in-
stituting a new set of rules designed to recruit more blacks into
Army National Guard and other military reserve units.
The changes eliminate the old policy of "first-come-first-
served" which restricted the options of commanders in picking
young men and women to fill vacancies in reserve units.
The order has gone out to units commanders to step up re-
cruiting in their neighborhoods. with special emphasis on getting
blacks. The District of Columbia is one of the places the Defense
Department wants more black representation in the military re-
serve units.
In a news briefing, the deputy assistant secretary of defense
.for reserve affairs said that the District Guard is about 20 per
rent black. Census figures for 1970 show 72.3 per cent of District
:residents are non-white. Nationally, the proportion of blacks
:In the Guard is Only 1.7 per cent. The Army National Guard's
'percentage of blacks is even less, 1.27.
LET ME GET MINE FIRST
My View  AMMEM. 
To what end does the
Onassis wealth help?
By Dr. BENJAMIN F. MAYS
I have just read an article from
Wire Reports London. The article states
that there is a 170-clause marriage con-
tract between Aristotle and Jacqueline
Onassis and that contract stipulates.
among other things, that Onassis will
give to Airs. Jacqueline Onassis at least
$625.009 a year for her "comfort, plea-
sure and children." According to what
the author calls the People Newspaper.
this contract was supposed to have been
agreed upon three or four days before
the marriage
This arti,:le goes on to state that it
was agreed in advance that they would
occupy separate bedrooms at all-times
and that this would obtain wherever
they go. The article states that there
a provision that if Mrs. Onassis leaves
her husband, she will get a lump sum
Payment of $18.75 million and if Aristo-
tle leaves her she will receive $10 mil-
lion for each year of marriage.
• In addition to that, the article claims
that she will get $187,500 a year ali-
mony for ten years if she stays married
for more than five years. The article ol
so states that if Onassis dies, she will
inherit $105 million and the rest, said to
be around a half billion, will go to the
children of his first marriage.
The article points out further Ilya
Mrs. Onassis' personal bills, including
taxes, rents, employee wages, telephone
and electric bills are to be paid by her
By
husband wherever she may be. "She
receives $10,000 a month dress allow-
ance, $7,500 a month for personal care
such as cosmetics and hairdressing and
56.230 a month to maintain a permanent
bodyguard.
How can one spend $10,000 a month
for dresses and $7.500 a month for per-
sonal care? In fact, how can one spend
over $623.000 a year for "comfort and
pleasure"? For one born in respectable
poverty as I was, these figures dazzle
me. One has to raise the question:
What is the purpose and aim for life
when one spends this kind of money? I
am convinced that these luxuries do not
make Mr. and Mrs. Onassis happy.
The sad thing about all of this is that
I have heard of no charity they are in-
terested in or contribute to. My guess is
that they would be much happier and
living would mean more to them if they
were contributing to a worthy cause.
There are so many worthwhile char-
ities and so many people, whether in
Amer-tea. Africa. Greece or India. who
are in great need.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Onassis wilt • go
down in history but future historians will
not record them as great people. People
of great wealth who do not share it, are
not looked upon kindly by posterity. But
the people of great wealth who serve







thin skinned with Con-
gressional liber-
als whom he charges
h v e tried to dilute
aid to poor children.
Don't take it for
granted that liber-
tis agree with the
Ilealth, Education and
Welfare Secretary.
Many liberals don't like the stance
of the Administration on day care legis-
lation, aid to needy college students and
emergency aid to schools required to de-
segregate.
Richardson contends that liberals
"are advocating alternatives that could
Only have the effect of diluting scarce
resources.-
Liberal Senator Walter Mondale (1)-
Minn.) chief author of the day care bill
and of a compromise version, both oppos-
ed by the Administration, had a retort
for Secretary Richardson: "I don't know
of a single organization representing the
Poor that does not support my bill and
oppose Riehardson's point of view.
It is no use denying it. The results
of last week's election didn't go accord-
ing tour liking in every respect. In
Mississippi we stand with Charles Evers
that "we won", even though he, as the
underdog candidate for governor, didn't
come out on top. The impart of the black
vote and 250 black candidates running
for office will never be forgotten in Mis-
sissippi.
The upset in Cleveland proves a
well-known truth you have to go to the
voting place if your voting strength is
to count. In Cleveland the brother just
didn't go to the polls in sufficient num-
bers. It may be that part of the reasons
'that blacks didn't vote is that the new-
ness of having a black mayor had worn
off and then, too, defeated Arnold Pick-
ney didn't have that certain something
that sparkling Mayor Carl Stokes seems
to have every time he comes before the
public. It remains to be seen if Stokes'
claim to national prominence has been
blunted.
. It was another case of "lighter-than
expected vote in the black neighbor-
hoods" of Philadelphia that failed to halt
"super-cop" Frank L. Rizzo's success-
ful law-and order candidacy of the "City
of Brotherly Love." It is interesting to
note that Rizzo's campaign had more im-
plicit racist overtones than the govern-
or's race in Mississippi..
From our readers
The Tri-State Defender welcomes letters to the editor.
Whether they are critical of this newspaper or commentaries on
the problems of our society, all will be given just consideration for
printing in this column. We reserve the right to edit according to
our space limitations.
Dear Editor.
As a white reader who occasional-
ly studies the Tri-State Defender to
gain another perspective on the news
than the narrow one I too often find in
the white press here, I was dismayed to
find a quotation that had offended me
when it first appeared in the commer-
cial-A ppea I, repeated with apparent
agreement in the Tri-State Defender. I
refer to the editorial on October 30 (copy
enclosed) in which a white woman's
labelng of Negroes as "cannibals" is
quoted in the Defender editorials which
then goes on to say. referring to the re-
cent disturbances here that grew out of
the death of a 17-year-old Negro boy as
result of a beating while in pollee
custody: "In the light of the sniping, rock
throwing and burning that followed for
three days, she wasn't far wrong."
I appreciate and applaud the point
that this editorial is trying to make —
that we are all losers when violence oc-
curs. But I cannot applaud the way
this is said here. It seems to me, as a
white reader, that the Tri-State Defen-
der is falling into a habit I have long
deplored — to blame the victim of op-
pression for the violen.e that inevitably
grows out of that oppression. And if this
editorial struck me, a white reader, this
way I wonder if it might not prove -.wen
more objectionable to many black read-




So This is Washington
Blacks seek GOP reform,
greater policy voice
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
While publicity has been centered on
black Democrats demanding changes in
the party structure to give them a great-
er voice in policy, little attention is be-
ing paid to a significant move among
black Republicans to make thelr party
more responsive to relevancy. Although
black elected Republican officials are
far outnumbered by their Democratic
counterparts - now more than 2500 -
some of the more pragmatic ones in
each camp are saying to each other:
"We need to develop a pincer techni-
que, squeezing from both sides. If we
can convince the party bosses that we
are black Americans first, concerned
about our interests and that party label
comes second, this will help all of us.
Let's face it. We've always been on the
back burner in both kitchens. Nobody
gives a damn if there isn't some clout
behind your mouth." Now, a black GOP
brain trust, made up of elected officials,
as well as appointees is quietly drawing
up its own mainfesto to present its de-
mands.
DC CONVENTION
Richard Murphy when he was As-
sistant Postmaster General in the John-
son Administration used to deal with the
logistics of moving mail and personnel
on a business-like basis. Now as the
executive director for the 1972 Demo-
cratic National Convention, he will have
problems which no computer can solve.
The handsome, graying Dick Murphy
has however, a warm way of dealing
with people that will be put to its
severest test.
So far, he has gotten a commitment
from the Florida Host Committee that
the $450,000 contract for the convention
structure will guarantee equal opportuni-
ty for black workers in all phases. Mur-
phy has an iron-clad agreement with the
hotels in Miami Beach and Miami that
their rates must not exceed the cost of
living rate as of July, 1971. To accom-
modate the large youth delegaticoas which
will be in attendance and the elegates
representing the lower income groups in
America, some low cost motels are be-
ing put up.
The rates will be $6 for a single
room and $5 for a double per day. The
University of Miami will make available
air-conditioned rooms for youth dele-
gates. Murphy has to figure out a way
to take care of 7.200 press, including
2.000 in the print media, 1,100 installa-
tions personnel, 2,500 TV and radio rep-
resentatives and 400 persons from Na-
tional Public Television and Radio and
from student publications. T h e prin-
cipal convention hotels where most of
the activity outside the convention hall
will be centered are the Fontainebleau
and the Eden Roc.
BLACK COLLEGE DISPUTE
Presidential Assistant Robert Brown
went before a meeting last week of black
college aniesidents who are inernbers of
the National Association for Equal Op-
portunity in Higher Education to tell
them they can expect the Nixon Admin-
istration's top priority support. He an-
nounced that 16 black land grant col-
leges and Tuskegee Institute would re-
ceive $204,000 spread among them to ac-
quire $4 million worth of government
surplus chairs, desks typewriters and
other items.
The money is to pay service charges
on the equipment. Then Brown took, the
occasion to launch a scathing attack on
the three black members of the Rase
Education and Labor Committee, Reps.
William Clay, Shirley Chisholm and Au-
gustus Hawkins. Brown said they \sifted
against black colleges in effect wIktm
they voted down administration proposals
in committee that would have proviaed
twice as much money for them as those
approved by the committee and -the
House
He got prompt rebuttal from "the
three members of the committee. Said
Congressman Hawkins, "Brown just
doesn't know what's going on. &bile-
body must have told him these t !dogs
and he repeated them without knowing
the facts. We are getting more for black
colleges than they ever received. We
have increased direct aid to them. The
bill has to go to conference which .will
give an opportunity to work sometlaipg
out "I expect to be a member of the
conference committee and I'll be doing
everything I can to improve the situa-
tion. It is sad that the White House is
getting into a battle with us, because this
has a tendency to divide our forces and
only weaken the case for the -black col-
leges. Mr. Brown shouldn't have men-
tioned that hand-me-down furniture the
Administration is so generously making
available. It is se insignificant and not
what these schools need.
"We on the committee are concerned
about black student needs and this -will
he a part of the conference. We lia've
met with the black college presidents.
We know their problems and they know
what we are trying to do. As far as Pres-
ident Nixon is concerned, I agree wfth
the National Education Association
"They say be has promised much,
but is an under achiever. We intend 'to
do more than promises."
Congresswoman Chisholm said she
wasn't surprised at the Brown attack.
"We can expect more of this kind- of _
thing. The facts are that we worked 'out
a careful formula in the committee with
Mrs. Green agreeing on an amendment
to her bill based on a two-thirds head
count and one-third of the Quie formula
(Albert Quie, R. Minn.) This went tootbe
floor and was passed. That was a tirsIi -
promise between Republicans and Da
crats will give black students more over-
all.
"Certainly', we are concerned atftlit
black colleges. It's false to even irly
that we don't care. Mr. Brown, like
of people forgets that increasingly=ti-
nority students are attending their state
colleges and universities We havetao
make sure that we heln all of them, 2Mli
in the black co'leges and elsewhermia.
Iltp. Clay zed. "The black cols
supported the stand of the black cajns
members f o r the E4ucation and Leber
Committee's ;milieu in consultation Mh
Miles Fisher, the executive directorMe
Administration bill would take meeeY
from other sources. We're trying tot
more money, new money for ttr e
schools. This makes Brown's argument
null and void." +Mo.•••••••
Mike McPherson. Clay's Admint=i-
five Assistant, added a gutsy foetna‘e'
"What Bob Brown needs is a good :Mk
whipping for the charade he is attempt-
ing to perpetrate on blacks."
Point of View
By NAT. D. WILLIAMS
ANATOMY OF PREJUDICE
The situation revolving around the
black 1971 Home-coming Queen at
Memphis State University is depress-
ingly revealing. It sharply outlines the
extremes to which racism will resort
to stifle and destroy even the legitimate
aspirations of other human beings. It
doesn't matter how intelligent, h ow
brilliant, how gifted, how attractive the
object of racism may be, its clawing,
sharp-nailed tentacles will mar the vic-
tim.
That is why the understanding, con-
cern, and sympathy of the entire think-
ing community go out to Miss Sandra
I. Price. Miss Price is a Senior at
Memphis State. This proves her ability.
Miss Price is physically attractive, pret-
ty in many people's books. She is arti-
culate, able to express herself intelli-
gently. She he, a fine character and good
reputation, the daughter of respected
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Price of
Memphis. Miss Price possesses every
quality of personality and accomplish-
ment designated to make her an ac-
ceptable Homecoming Queen for any in-
stitution . . . not only Memphis State.
B u t obviously because Memphis
State is an overwhelmingly white insti-
tution in student and faculty composi-
tion and is also a victim of the crass
racial traditions of a plantatio -spirited
Deep South that dies hard, inde d, Miss
Price is being denied virtually th honors
and recognition the school dinarily
accords its Home-coming Queen. It has
offered only weak and unacceptable ex-
planations for the open insults and slurs
offered Miss Price. The treatment being
given Miss Price is bringing ipto even
niore sharp focus the long suspidort. in
the black community that Memis
State is definitely and too deeply racist.
The suspicion attaches to the admini-
stration, faculty members, a nd student
body for the m^st part.
Maybe the entire set-up at Mem-
phis State, a politic institution needs
a session of spiritual soul-searching.
Statutes on law books are inadequate to
correct the Memphis situation. Only
some drastic changes in the hearts of the
.•••••••
student and teacher power stru::tuript
the school will bring about declared
changes in -attitudes. This is so bee
racism is basically a psychologicatZed
spiritual thing. It is based on wow
concepts. The anatomy of racism 3T a
construction of fear, ignorance, lies,
propaganda, and hatre d. Most of the
white Memphis State students who are
jcining in snubbing and otherwise insult-
ing their "home-coming Queen" be-
cause she is black, are demonstrating
that one may send a fool to college but
you can't -make him think. For. if the
white majority at Memphis State were
really thinking they would be ashamed
to think of themselves as representa-
tive members of the ranks of higher edu-
cation who are too well trained and too
sophisticated to conduct themselves like
backwoods red-necks who are not alert
to the change of the last quarter of the
twentieth century.
BUDAPEST, Hungary — (UPI)
An influenza epidemic has stricken mil-
lions of Hungarians and killed 31 *-
sons, the Health Ministry announcpd
Monday. A spokesman said most of the
victims were over 60 and had heart
diseases. The current flu -has been iddn-
tified as the relatively mild Hong Kong
A-2 type, the spokesman said.
•
DUBLIN — (UPI) — A strike that
shut down all Dublin newspapers w Is
settled Monday, a spokesman for the
management of independent newspapers
said. The settlement came when inclbs-
trialist Kevin McCourt withdrew a series
of articles that were to be printed in the
Sunday Independent, Journalists at tli e
paper had refused to work because the
articles were not prepared by journa-
lists and, under a management agrle-
ment, all other Dublin papers closed.
PALMIRA, Colombia — (UPI):—
Sixteen persons were injured and 40 !ar-
rested Monday when pollee used force to.
dislodge 500 squattertawbo had establish-
ed residence on the Pepayal
Police said the squatters had erected
more tItito huts on the private pion-
ertr. IW'said the injured included 10




















































































































































































50th ward honors its president
Mr John Coleman receiv-
ed the surprise of his life on
Monday, Nov. a, during the.
regular meeting of the 50th
Ward Civic Club, held in 11111-11!1,111111
tie Riverview Communit
Center.
Coleman received a pla
que from the club, and a
eertificate honoring him as
a So wiant-At-Arms for the
Hour' of Representativess
teem Rep. Harold Ford.
Mrs. Coleman was present-
ed with a dozen red roses.
Councilman James Net-
ters, Mr. James Gregory,
Mrs. Enid Nailey, Heren
Baskin, and newly elected
co.uncilman John Ford spoke
of Mr. Coleman's many con-
tributions to the commun-
ity.
l'ive club members were
also presented certificates
of award for outstanding
service. They were: Rev.
'Nathaniel Fris on, Mrs
Georgia McNeal, Mrs. Annie
Gaskin, Mrs. Lucinda Hill
and Mrs. Ada Bowman.
At the close of the cere-
monies, Mr. Coleman ex-
pressed hi, gratitude a n d




'The • Imperial Choir of
;Friendship Baptist Church.
1356 VollIntine, is celebrat-
ing their 24th anniversary
on Sunday, November 21,
at 3:00 p.m.
There will be a concert
featuring the young peo-
ple's choir. The public is
invited to attend this colorful
oelebration.




About six out of every 10
American adults feel uneasy
when they're buying life in-
surance because they feel
therlre not sure they are
buying the right kind of pro-
tection.
This is just one of the con-
11 you believe great bourbon has to
taste heavy, you believe a myth.
Because 1 W. Harper is great bourbon
that never tastes heavy.
It always treats your taste light
elusions f:om a study by a
private research firm on be-
half of the life insurance
industry with 3,000 random-
ly selected consumers. But,
it points up that life insur-
ance, in the minds of con-






86 Proof Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whisk
ey I. W. Harper Distilling Co., Louisville, Ky.
Seagram's V.O. Canadian.
















the least understood pur-
chases a per-on will make in
a life-time.
However, help seems to be
on the way. A new booklet
called, "How to Select the
Right Life Insurance Com-
pany" is now being offered
WIDE SELECTION
Of Tire Needs












1485 Gabay $ 5,950
4 rooms, I bath, FR No Down
Payment
528 Josephine St. $15,150
8 rooms I bath B V$250
Down
1157 East Ryder PL $ 6,800
7 room I bath FR All Cash
NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
Long term, 75% Loans Available
See Any Broker
life insurance?
free of charge to the publiz.
The 32-page brochure covers
the following topics: What
are lite characteristics oi a
quality life insurance com-
pany? Sources of impartial
information; Where to start
fu selecting a quality com-






will explore the problems
facing Black Colleges.
Whittier Se ng,,tacke Jr.,
who writes, produces and
host the show, will view
tit.e past, present and future
of LeMoyne-Owen College,
the 100 year old institution
that has given Memphis
some of her most outstand-
ing black leaders. The show
will be aired on November
20 at 6:30 p.m.
The program will explorel
the history of LeMovne-[
Owen college, its found..
ing by the American Mis-
sionary Association in 1862!
when Memphis fell to Union
Troops; the great race Ho(
of 1866 when many black;
schools and churches were
burned the yellow fever epi-
demic that killed one of
its best loved presidents and
the merger of LeMoyne col-
lege and Owen College.
The half hour documen-
tary will look at the finan-
cial problems the school is
now facing, and Low it
plans to over come those
problems.
Guests on the program
will be Judge Odell Horton.
president ot LeMoyne-Owen
and Dr. D. L. Dinkins,
Dean Cross and several stu- •
dents.
During the presentation
Judge Horton. outlines the
main problems as inflation
and the ever increasing,
cost of operation, as well as
to help you make your;
choice. The booklet also con-' DriVe Carl Carson out of town
tains a glossary of common- iffitinallIMINIMIMIIIIIIHNI•
ly used life insurance terms. ON
Copies of the booklet may
be obtained by writing Con-
sumer Services, The Bank-
MOVING VAN











Life, Hospitalization, Disobility, Sickness, Auto, Fire,
Home Owners, Mobile Home, Motorcycle, Garage,
Liability, Business.
Any type Mruram, Cd. we hare terms r,, Thu ozr,
9 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
321-55'31
E -
the need of most of the
dents for financial aid. ;
Ile gives other problems;
facing LeMoyne-Owen as:
faculty salaries, staff sala-;
riea. and maintenance of fa-
citties.
The college is now in the
middle of an operating fund
drive. President 'Horton said
the goal for 1971-72 will. 1:04
$100,000. The sum of $25,000
will he designated for the




Proposals will be received by the
Memphis Housing Authority at •
its office at 700 Adams Avenue,
Memphis, Tennessee, until 10:00
A.M., Central Standard Time,
Tuesday, November 23, 1971, for
the furnishing of the following
equipment F.O.B., 209 Wyatt
'hive, Memphis, Tennessee, trans-
portation prepaid:
15 - 6 Cubic Yard Containers
3 - 2 Cubic Yard Containers
with 6 inch rubber casters
(for garbage and trash)
Specifications are available at the
Memphis Housing Authority Of-
fice, 700 Adams Avenue, Mem-
phis, Tenneuee.
Time of delivery must be stated
in pro posal . The Memphis Housing
Authority reserves the tight to
reject any and all bids, to waive
any informality in the bidding
and to place the award with
whomsoever it may elect.
Address proposals to Samuel E.
Nun , Memphis Housing Authority,
700 Adams Avenue, Memphis,










• If You Have Any Trouble What so ever
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BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE






FIRST AMERICAN BANK BLDG.










f•MOSA Meha -A RUM of 
SILECTED MANSIOES 6 YEARS 04.0.86.0 Pit60f. SEAGRAM DMITILLIN
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By ERMA LEE LAWS
COMPENSATPJN . . If the memory is more flexible in
childhood, it is more tenacious in mature age; if childhood
has sometimes the memory of words, old age has that of
things, which impress themselves according to the clearness
of tbe conception of the thought which we wish to retain".
esenstetten
•••toitalgia . . . was ever present Saturday afternoon
WPM your Tri • State Defender held open house in observance
of its twenty years . t'was a beautiful gesture on the part of
Mattie (Mrs. Whittier) Sengstacke wife of the General Man-
ager to think of giving the floral centerpiece to Mrs. Edna
House Swingler Gentry, widow of the first editor of the TSD.
Lewis 0. Swingler.
Then our thoughts went hack to the late Charles P. Brown-
ing, a handsome rotund man with botaidless energy and
charm who came down from the Chicago Defender and got
oerybody on the TSD case; Daryl F. Grishman, now Presi-
lent of Parker House Sausage in the Windy City, Mrs. Aretta
I. Polk. first circulation manager who was responsible for
downtown • union ave. • whitahaven
fashion Specialists
in sizes 18 to 60






• party perfect shaping
that slims and flatters
• gold, tassel trim rope
belt to wear Or not
• washable, never-iron,
acrylic and mylar
• white/gold Or black/gold
r,ee,s rease ace
8-3 sees ISt
SC: se ,5 your Ilea
1/4„,,j DOWNTOWN • 64 S. MAIN • 527-6436
UNION AVE, • 1992 UNION • 274-2065
WHITEHAVEN • 4279 HWY. 51 S. • 396-0064
shop whitehaven mon. and thur. 'til 8 p.m.
STOUT SHOPPE
bringing yours truly into the fold, the late Dr. H. H. Johnson, spoke Monday night for the American Civil Liberties Union at
who wrote a golf column, the precious musings of Nat D. Wit the University Center of Memphis State University His topic
hams still with us; Vera Plaxico Prince, daughter of Mr, ruid was, "Political Prisoners In The Liberation Struggle",
Mrs. A. L. Mexico the Irst bookkeeper, Vivian 0 tg flan The birthday cake with the many interesting TSD head.
Ford, who followed her, the late R. Earl Williams, pikotogrs- lines over the past twenty years was most interesting.
pher, and Ernest Withers, well known photographer who-was And More Memories . . flooded us when we attended the
over in Little Rock with L. Alex Wilson, and down In Mont- cocktail party and premiere of the "Rufus Thomas Presents"
gomery with Editor McCann Reid, (who reeeivtd first h 5 n d TV Spectacular Thursday night at the Memphis Academy of
some of that famed -police brutality" during the Memphis Arts in Overton Park, Memphis Film-Ways Productions, Inc.,
MLK March); and back again a "What's Happening In The and Hart's Bread were hosts. Sears and Harts are sponsors.
Big M" by A. C. Williams first entertainment editor; Editor While watching the show which is really great we were
Whittier Sengstacke, Jr., who was maced dur'ng the beginning indeed proud of the accomplishments of Rufus whose real love
days of the Sanitation Strike, is show business and he has kept the faith over to, these
Youthful Editor Sengstacke, and TSD Staff Writer Ed- many years . . . we remember how we used to enjoy him and
ward Harris were a familiar part as they flanked the Sani- his then partner, "Bones" at the amateurs in the W. C.
tation Workers during each of their marches. Edward's •?amera Handy Theatre and there was Al Jackson, Jr., playing she
caught many memorable sights during that tragic and trying drums with his dad's big orchestra. • He's now a recording
time in the history of our city, artists at Stax, one of the MGs.
And back 'again across the years we went when we saw Must have been a real proud moment for Rufus' pretty
our own picture as a young writer for the college crowd and wife. Lorene when he presented her, their daughter in law,
as manager of the TS]) Orange Mound Branch Office where Mrs. Marvel Thomas, and his beauteous talented daughter,
the late Captain Kenneth Cos, was one of our favorite news- Carla who appeared in the television show with him.
boys. Capt. Cox was killed in a helicopter crash a year ago John R. Arnold, Jr. associate producer of the special and
in Korea. President of Arnold & Associates was ever the suave host with
John H. Sengstacke, Publisher of Sengstatice Publications his Juanita by his side, their son and daughter in law, John R.
was here for the observance. 111 "Twiffy" and Judy and then there was petite brainy and
And among the many many other distinguished guests pretty Deannie Parker, Public Relations Director of Stax Re
who visited the Defender office and congratulated the Black cording Company for whom Rufus records; Isaac Hayes. who
Press were Congressman Parren Mitchell of Baltimore, Mary- appeared in the sue:jai who had just flown in from Boston for
land who was intrigued with the picture of the "Murder of the premiere showing; Bill and Gerri Little, Leon and Norma
Fred Hampton" done by Douglass Sengstacke, son of Helena Criffin, O'Ferrell and Ann Nelson, Harold and Pat Shaw,
and Fred Sengstacke of Chicago and desires it for his Wash- Larry Shaw escorting Carol Hall, she's the Television news
ington office, gal. Bobby and Danese Welch, Ernest Withers, Audrey Dan.
'then there \\ J. Berkley City Councilman D'Army Bailey (fridge. one of the hostesses. Marsha Turner, another hostess.
k • ,.r. County Squire Walter L. Bailey. tic Johnetta Kelso, Jimmy aml Jewel Hulbert. among others.
The Mysteries 20 held their 31st Annual Tea recently and
presented a S100 check to the Mallory Knights and 550 to
St. Judes hospital. Members participating were (front 1-r)
Zettie Cuff, (vice pres.); Alice J. Frazier (treas.);
Wigs by Mon-Claire
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9,301.m. 5:30 p.m. (Except Holidays)
14 North Main (AT COURT DOWNSTAIRS) 527-3619
Members of the Edith Ave-
nue N e ghborv.00d Club,
were given a pre-halloween
treat when they met tat the
home of Mrs. James DeWalt,
recently.
The huge Jack-O-Lan-
tern in the center of the ta-
ble couldn't keen a frightful
Elenora Payne (sec.); Hearths, Warr; Constance Walker
pres.); Bernice Pastel; Irene Taylor; Rencey Thompson;
!Hattie Lee Hill; (standing) Grace Frazier, Annie Mae
Tucker; Tennie B. Willianison; Sallie Cohran; Mary Sims;
look on hi c face when Le
saw the elaborate menu
placed on the table
Mrs. David Gardner creat-
ed a gourmet's masterpiece
with chicken salad under a •
coating of cream-colored
meat f r °sting, decorated
with purple and red flowers
cut from vegetables and
ringed the mold with small
crab apples. Halloween col-
ors were carried out in the
hawaiian s a I ad, deviled
egg.5, spiced peaches and the
lazy susan filled wit). assort-
ed relishes and carrot curls.
Broccoli w i th holandaise
EBONY FASHION FAIR . . . "What's Gob n On" was
shown to us all when Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, presented the
fourteenth annual Ebony Fashion Fair Tuesday night in the
Musk Hall of The Auditorium to a capacity crowd. Proceeds
from the fantabulous show will benefit the sorority's scholar-
ship fund.
Wow that Audrey Smaltz, narrator for. the show wis
something else! That gal has marvelous dollvery and ex-
cellent n•Ce m o r y. Charlene M. Turner is President of the
Alumna Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
CONGRESSIONAL VISITOR . . Congressman Parren
Mitchell, Democrat from Maryland was here Saturday at the
invitation of the Congressional Black Caucus and Tennessee
Voters Council and was feted with a reception Saturday night
at the Sheraton-Motor Inn.
And then there was a reception Sunday evening for Stan-
ley Snodgrass in the Louis XVI room of the Sheraton-PeahodY.
He was a candidate in the Gubernatorial Primary of our state.
Members of the Host Committee for the reception were
Senator J. 0. Patterson, Jr., Rose K. Patterson, Frank Kil-
patrick, Howard Richardson, Roselle Fields, Earline Hampton,
Pat Casein, Bernice Martin, Hillary Kinsey, Carol McDaniel.
J. N. Harvey, Raymond Allen, George H. Brown, Jr., Squire
Walter L. Bailey, Jr., Dr. and Mrs. L. L. Atkins, Rep. Alvin
King, Rep. Harold Ford, Major L. Haywood, Maurice Smith,
Alice Watson, Elois J. Frazier and Marion McLean.
And on the week-end beginning Friday evening and all day
Saturday, the African American Continuing Education Com-
mittee held a. Bieck Unity Conference at LeMoyne-Owen Col-
lege. Speakers included Queen Mother Moore, from the Con-
gress of African People and the Republic of New Africa; .Les
Campbell, Director of Uhuru Sasa School in Brooklyn, New
York and Dr. Gerald McWorter, Professor of Social Stalk:,
al Fisk University, 
JohnnieM. Henderson; Lucella Smith; Lucille Medlock.
vot shown are Josie Harvey, Georgia Warren; Coale;
Brown.
sauce, hot rolls and spiced
tea completed the basic
menu.
The meeting was devoted
to s um m er flash-backs
where each person had an
opportunity to exchange ex-
citing vacation experiences
that r a n ged from the
DRAIVIATIC! 8 x 10 IMPERIAL COLOR
PORTRAIT 
Your child's portrait made with "Eastman- Kodak"
PROFESSIONAL Ektaeolor Film and materials and
Our all new DYNAMIC COLOR background assures you
full color fidelity and breathtaking realism never before
possible. You must see this value to b.elteve it!
NO OBLIGATION TO BUY ADDITIONAL PORTRAITS
EXTRA PRINTS AVAILABLE AT REASONABLE PRICES
LIMIT: ONE PER CHILD —TWO PER FAMILY
GR6UPS TAKEN AT 990 EACH ADDITIONAL CHILD
AGE LIMIT: 5 WEEKS TC 12 YEARS e CHOICE OF POSES
CHOOSE FROM FINISHED PORTRAITS—NOT PROOFS!
Special Photographers Hours at These Sears Stores:
RALEIGH
3344 Austin Peay Hwy.
388-6550




9:30 a.m. 'td 8 p.m.
Ozarks to Niagara Falls, and
from til.e World Series in
Baltiniore to the Bahainas.
Creme-sherry was sipped
during the Summer Echoes
period" and pound cake and
a combination orange Ther-
bert and vanitia ice cream
mold was served while mem-
bers discussed their favorite
candidates for city election.
One year $6.5ii
Tri-State Oefeneer
Hair Coloring promises yoll
younger looking hair . . .
0e your money beck!
See your heir Iris
oorne derk ihnd lus-
trous. radiant with
highlights. an just
17 minute. at honer.
Natural looking hair
color won't rub off or
wash out. Long lasting.
Sat, with perman.nt,
Got • peekage today.
CROSSTOWN THIRD ST. ONLY $1.19 COMPLETE
495 !si, Crosstown 906 Third 8 "bre dada: Jrt Slikt
276.0411 77443730 STRAND,--slgt—Ovt ennrc—'mime Insew.—Lsalit &VW
9:30 a.m. 'til 8 p.m. 9:30 a.m. 'Ed 6 p.m. At yew &eaglet, eg Weed PIO fle
Hurry! This Special Offer Good Nov. I Ail. thru Nov. 20th Only!•
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er's Annual Baby Con-
test has entered the
home stretch with She-
rita L. Branch the top
vote getter, no one can




LOLITA & SHAQUITA BLAYOCK
•
SOPHIA BRIGGS
Record number of entries
forward into the number
two spot are the Blay-
lock twins.
Free Bonus Votes
have been added to the
Tri-State Defender Baby
Contest to assure c o n-
testants of a clear vic-
tory when the contest
closes.
The box at the bottom
testants of a clear vic-
tory. when the contest
closes.
The box at the bottom
of this page entitled
BABY BALLOT is to
be used by any new sub-
scriber of the TRI-
STATE DEFENDER














.• 4040 Trevathan Cl.
Sardis, Miss.
283 Decatur Apt. A
952 Willoughby No. 1
Blytheville, Ark.
Oxford, Miss.
. 4486 Turtle Creek dr.
1775 Castalie
2204 Clayton





La Raunne R. Luellen .... 1841 Keltner
 No. 3
Luelle A. Richmond ..








. 4355 Macon rd.
Marks, Miss.
. 507 Shofner
Edward D. Underhill .... _.... 3461 
Vernon
Amanda C. Clark .. . .. Webb, 
Miss.
William K. Dorsey .... .... 4917 
Briarcliff
John?. Sabo $.. ..West Memp
his, Ark.
Teresa L. Trezevaut............2895 Bradley
Latarine W. Dabney .... ... 1572 Han
aur-A
Angela J. Hall 
Than.
Sonya R. Kinnard ... Clarksdale,
 Miss.
Marishia Y. Gilbert .... .... ....Ripley, 
Tenn.
Alvin L Barringer 1004 Be
verly
Karen F. Oatis 21124 Keltner Cl. 18
Stacy N. Thompson 1724 Hays
Justine M. Johnson 1495 Eloise
Daphnie .E. O'Neal 621 Richmond
Treval L. Bowman 1498 Patton
George W. Dumas Jr. Jil 1141 So. 4th
Damion R. Bennett 762 North Dunlap
Eli James Helena, Ark.
Tunye T Robertson t 1381 Clementine No. 101
Dionne- L. Thomas-372 Ashland
Sherita L. Branch 2882 Bradley
NAME ADDRESS
Shaun L. Prescott 459 Williams
Tonya Y. Williams 402 Gracewood
Trease L. Woodson 62 Ashby Court
Lolita & Shaquita Blaylock_ 2364 Verdun Cove
Milton E. Clark (---)  1622 N. Hollywood
Mark J. Davis 1938 Florida No. 5
Carol L. Williams 1476 Warford
Tracy D. Meadows  576 Boston
Patricia A. Cheeka 166 W. Trigg
Rosalind D. Garner 648 Deerskin Dr.
Terra! T. Woods . 2814 Spotswood No. 3
Marquette Taylor 779 Pendleton
Willie L. Sanders 57 East Gage
Charles L. Byers 566 D-St. Paul
Jacob Bond Jr Brownsville, Tenn.
Astrid E. Stout 2133 Brown
Roderick A. Glass  2079 Farrington
Claudette N. Talbert 884 Latham No. 55
La Teske M. Aldridge  681 Basting
Lashunda Porter 231 Jones
Chundria Gill 2561 Calvert No. 3
Frank A. Jones  Hernando, Miss.
Brendesha Tynes 984 Shadowline Dr.
Michele K. Williams  Blytheville, Ark.
Rebecca M. Daniel Blytheville, Ark.
Jeanette D. Moore Greenville, Miss.
Sophie E. Briggs 1325 Nicholas
Scott A. Ashton Lyles 3773 Pershing Dr. No. 1
Tommy Shaw 4046 Grey Rd.
Matthew L. Mitchell Jackson, Tenn.
Adriane Kendrix 830 Buntyn
Sequina Rodgers 2615 LaRose
Charay L. Newsom 1518 Alcy Rd.
Silvia T. Wright 1412 Dixie
Sharon E. Stokes 1108 Lauderdale
Marvin Pride 1239 N. Bellevue
Terry Luekett St. Helena, Ark.
Ceola Jones St. Leland, Miss.
Kristie Lampkins 797 Porter
votes to someone's baby
in the contest. In the
event you have not been
solicited by a contest-
ant's parents or friend,
just fill in the name of
the baby you wish to
help, and send it with
the subscription form to
the Tri-State Defender,
by November 29 (Mon-
day).
HOW THEY STAND
Sherita L. Branch con-
tinues to stay out front





Blaylock maintain t h e
number two spot. Alvin
Barringer leaped over
the stalled Willie L.
Sanders and George W.
Dumas, Jr. III to cap-
ture the number three
spot, pushing the pair
into a tie for number
Fr.
Trease L. Woodson
holds number five, with
Charay L. Newman get-
ting set for the finish in





Votes cast for the Tri-State Defender Baby
Contest may be made according to the follow-
ing schedule:
1.) For each two-year (2) subscription to
the Tri-State Defender, sold at $10.00 each,
500 votes will be recorded...
2.) For each one-year (1) subscription to
the Tri-State Defender, sold at $6.50 each,
250 votes ...
3.) For each 6-month subscription sold to
the Tri-State Defender, at a costof $3.50 each,
125 votes will be recorded
Please enter my subscription to the Tri-State
Defender and credit Baby 
  with votes
I wish to subscribe for: (check one)
( ) 2 (two) years-$10.00 (500 votes)
( ) 1 (one) year-$6.50 (250 votes)
( ) 6 (six) months-V.50 (125 votes)
Please send to:
Enclose check or money order and mail to:
Baby Contest Subscriptions
Tri-State Defender






spot number seven. Tun-
ya A. Robertson and
Karen Otis remain tied
in the number eight po-
sition.
Sophie E. Briggs has
moved up beside Tracy
D. Meadows in number
nine, and Luella A.
Richmond moves in to
close out the top ten.
READERS CAN HELP
SOME BABY WIN
Readers of the Tri-
State Defender can also
aid the baby of their
choice by clipping out
the BABY BALLOT and
sending it to the T r
State Defender for an
extra FIVE FREE
VOTES, with or without
a subscription.
Keep an eye on the IV
ten babies as the contes4
heats up.
In case of a tie at tinl
end of the contest, con-
testants will have an ad-
ditional two weeks to
determine a winner b y
obtaining additional
votes.
Over $1,000 in prizes
will he awarded to the
TOP TEN BABIES in
ballot voting.
All votes not in pos-
session of the 'Fri-State
Defender office by 5
p.m. Monday of each
week will he credited the
following week.
HOW THEY STAND
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Topcoats: Single and doable-breasted: belted wrap coats, blend,.
of wool, mohau, cashmere and camelhau.
High spread. or long pointed collars: 2 or 3 button
cuffs, also French cults.
Large wraparounds. mesh, chain or multicolored
stones.
Neckwear. 3 to widths. soirns and highly finished silks
high luster HI solid coloTs and hold prints.
High gloss leather slip-ons: alligator and other rep
tile grams, straps: detuled tips, also ankle.high boots
Hats: Felts. refined finish, ribbon bands.
Bold prints in silk, .ashineres in solid colors or lined
with silk.
(..oses: Fitted leather, suede: stitched accents.
0,c1.1:—mber to apcent your st N le and turn on your total 100-A
"-dor coordinating your wardrobe. Again the two basic spe,
are II gold, green and brown and 2' blue, gray and black.
Your ,olor.controlled wardrobe produces confidence and cot:-
fitter,: produces success.




Black, as God intended for me to be:
Black, and lose and hate are not new to me,
Sometime, Not Ito Mm: ago. 'AMU' where Ming
On a tree, forsaken, hated because they were
"Black".
"Black". But hold your head up high, be proud
Yet don't forget humility.
"Black", fight with wcrds. Immo-how, and not wth
eapons.
People, you luiGw who I mean. can be so cruel and
Think. "Black", means you're a fool,
"Black", but it is not so.
Thank you God, you created man in ,our image.
You love all mankind. regardless of his color,
Help us to get along as you want us to. and live
Peacefully with each other.






b, J. C. Wilson
Within the three..  has categories of men's dress Oafish ,
litempotari.. and Traditionalt there are certain stylehnes that
le or less distinguish one from the others. The following A,









I he I.: s .luctu-s Cities accepted new members for 1971
recently S-own here posing is the entire club. Tho are
( i-r ) Claudine Strausburg advisor), Pat Washington
( president 1, Diane Williamson ( vice-president ), Sharon
iteachuni, anessa Williamson, Tommy
Cato, Grenita Briggs, Lindo McIntosh,




(secretary), termite Gregory, Enith Walton, Stefinie
Thornton, Sherly Seaborn (historian), Juantia White,
(business mgr.) Rosita Bell and Thea Jones (treasurer).
Cummings students go camping
Mr. 0. Ferrel V Nelstm.
pt-inc pal and . Lillian
Langston. PTA oresident,
are co-sponsors of a new
discipline program at Cum.
tunics Elementary schoai
Utilizing the new "positive'
approach to improve disc:•
phi* and develop closer stu-
dent-teacher relationships.
Melvin James and Marshall
Bryant organized a weekend
camping trip for 14 boys to





/cams avanAa402 masts 19/111111N2
AT All CA116 STORES'
Turn on the pure love
UM 0
helps you do it better
For your family .only the lightest cakes, the flakiest
oiecrust the crispest chicken. the sunniest salads
Foods lust naturally light up with flavor when you
make or bake or try with HumKo Choose the quality
brand—the light. digestible one—for the ones you love
Pure vegetable oil
Polyunsaturated — ii the shatterproof Pottle
Pure vegetable shortening




Nelson. provided the enthu-
siastic co-operation
so necessary for . uch a
project to go beyw'i the
planning stage.
Mrs. Langston. the :ItooLs
PTA president for several
yea's. joined in the fun of
helping others by partially
fmancing the trip with PTA
funds.
Melvin Jones and Mar hall
Bryant, both teachers at the
school, provided a vas 1'
amount of the organization
needed for suet an expedi-
tion as well as serving as
companions and chaperones
for the boys over the week-
end.
Both men shopped for the
food for the boy -• as. well it-;
collected all the fishing and
camping equipment. James
supplied the truck and rent-
ed a camper for the trip.
All agreed that more fun
couldn't have been had bS
all. Everyone hoped ttat an-
other such trip could he or-
ganized soon.
Mr. Nelson and the P.T.A
are planning a series of
weekend activities. for many





John Cothran, sisn of Mrs.
Qutesta B. Cothran of 101
Provine. has been elected
president of Upsilon Delta
Ctapter of Phi Theta Kappa
national honorary fraternity
at State Technical Institute
at Memphis. Mr. Cothran, a
major in data processing-
business. 1 a 1965 graduate
of Booker T. Washington
High School, Ile also re-
ceived a bachelor's degree
in geography from Memphis
State University last year.
Going camping...
On their way to a fishing trip recently were (14 standing)
Russell Rutherford, Otis Lewis, Ronald Thomas, Tony Wil-
liams, James Hunter, Samuel McClain, Ernest Malone,
Mr. Marshall Bry ant, Ben Parker, Mr. Melvin S. James
and Mrs. Lillian Langston; (sitting) Roosevelt Pirate,
Roger IlampWn, Michael Boyd, Jessie Dunlap, Tyrone
Rogers and Melvin S. James, Jr.
HEW enters sickle cell battle
A pCogi In ;or expanding
federal activities directed
against slekle cell disease,
in which tooth ,community-
service aspects and research
will receive emphasis. has
been recommended by the
HEW Sickle Cell Disease Ad-
visory Committee in their
second report to HEW Secre-
tary EllMt U. Ri_hardson.
Sickle cell disease, a Pain-
ful and life-shortening in-
herited disease _found almost
exclusively opting black
people, is a major health
problem here and abroad.
The Committee, named by
HEW Secretary Richard-
son to advise on objectives
and prioritiel for the pro-
gram which will involve
NIH. HSMHA and other
agencies of the federal gov-
ernment, met for the second
time at the National Insti-
tutes of Health October 7,
and 8.
The recommendations of
the Committee, which is
chaired by Mrs. Ruth L.
Aikens. Associate Director
for- Health, National Urban
League, New York City, are
concerned with goals and
functional components of
the program and allocation
of the additional $$ million
recently targeted by Presi-
dent Nixon for sickle cell
disease.
In his February health
SUPERIOR QUALITY— LOW PRICI— UNIXCILLID
WORKMANSHIP— LAMY TERMS —QUICK !NIKKI




















smo. NONE. WE Will
BRING SAMPLES AT YOUR
CONVENIENCE. IOW







message to Congress, Presi-
dent Nixon identifed sickle
cell anemia as a high-prior-
ity disease target and called
for a $5 million increase in
federal e x p endittsres on
sickle cell disease during the
current fiscal year. The Na-
tional Heart and Lung Insti-
tute was assigned responsi-
bility for co-ordinating the
joint efforts of government
agencies; and Dr. Robert L.
Ringler, Deputy Director,
NHL'. was designated co-
ordinator of the SCD Pro-
gram. The NHL' approoria-
tion contains the FY 1972
funds earmarked for this
special program, but some
of these funds may be made
available to other agencies
to carry out part of die pro-
gram.
The Sickle Cell Disease
Advisory Committee appoint.
ed by the Secretary, DHEW,
is composed of eleven dis-
tinguished professional and
Tay leaders especially knowl-
edgeable about the prob-
lems of sickle cell disease
or active in black commun.
ity programs.
Sickle cell disease, t h e
nicst common inherited dis-
order in the U.S. 's believed
to be present in more than 2
million black U. S. citizens.
Although the disease occurs
in a relatively benign "car-
tier" form in most of these
2 million, approximately one
in every 500 black infants
is born with the life-threaten-
ing form of the disease call-
ed sickle cell anemia. Such
individuals undergo painful
episodes called sickle cell
crises.
The disease is due to a
genetically determined defect
in hemoglobin, the respira-
tory pigment in red blood
cells which enables them
to carry oxygen throughout
the body. Under conditions
of diminished oxygen supply
or physical or emotional
stress, the abnormal hemo-
globin molecules become at-
tached to one another in
such a way as to distort the
normally doughnut-shaped
red cells into a distinttive
crescent or sickle-shaps.
Get theBest
Used Cars Fran the
Get Mom Dealer!
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I CompleteCourteous - ConfidentialBanking Services 
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Tri-State Defender holds open house
The staff of the Tri-State Defender wishes to ex-
press its thanks to those who attended last week's
"Open House" at the offices of the paper at 124 East
Calhoun Ave., and extend our apologies to those who
were not aware of the twentieth winiversary celebra-
tion.
Photos below were taken by Ernest Withers show-
ing a few of those who attended.
In the tap left photo guests Marilyn Harris and
Robert Morgan are seen talking with Tri-State staffers
Audrey McGhee (secretary) and Bryant T. Williams
(advertising manager). Top right: Guests Bernard
Johnson and Mrs. Ethel Vinson are shown discussing
old times with John H. Sengstacke (publisher) and
Nat. D. Williams (editorial columnist). In the middle
left photo, guests are enjoying the buffet style re-
freshments provided by Mamie Grammer's catering
service. Mrs. Caffarey Bartholomew, John Seng-
stacke, Mrs. Phil Booth, Mrs. Mark Stansbury and
Erma Laws (staff writer), all take a smiling pose for
the photographer, in the adjoining pix.
Bottom left, the wife of former editor Alex Wil-
son, Norman Unger (editor), Bryant Williams and
Mrs. Wilson's daughter, Linda pause for a snapshot.
In the bottom right photo, Mark Stansbury (former
Tri-State photographer), Al Fredette (National hoard
of education broadcasters exec.), Howard Hoist
(WKNO-TV manager), Mrs. and Mr. James Hulbert
(of Memphis World newspaper), Mrs. Whittier Seng-
stacke, Sr. (wife of Tri-State general manager), John
Sengstacke an:1 Mrs. Mark Stansbury, are seen dis-
cussing the Anniversary edition.
The affair, which lasted all day, ended with the
thought in mind that "with each issue, the Tr -state
Defender will continue to contribute to the interest of
the city of Memphis. while writing its history."
DEFENDFR SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1971
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On Your Radio Dial
AM STATIONS DIAL WMQM
WREC (CBS)KSUD 730 
WTNN
KW.AN1 990 
FM STATIONSWDIA 1070 
KLYX
WHBQ SKI WCBC
WHER (ABC) 1430 WHBQ












WORM .0ct 34 • Nov 311 Sometension in the family circle Isecisueee•ervone seems to want to do Minnathing different You would be happierwith friends Nese from afar should
"'renal illtalluFORN .0, 71 • Jan 70,You May be a little disappointed inossunbei at the epoossite era whomPA MINI Wialltd to meet for e, ...e go shopping. c.no te on what you ace doing.AQUARIUS iJen 21 • Feb 161 Aday Of inlaid InflUences You may beooncerned because sou havra't re.
calved a p•rticuler fetter The delaywili be explained by • n go ortelephone call
PISCES .Feb 20 • liar 20i Oct
all important correspondence attended
I,. by by mid-day Tray& la indicated
Married people should find themselves
in close hat:alone
TAURUS (Apr 21 • May 211: Youwill have more money than youthought. Now Is the time to treat7 urself to a small luxury you havelong fancied The social acene oughtto be bright.
OEM3N1 Ike? 12 - Jun Iii. Apowerful social aspect Is occurring andYou could hot yourself drawn into
all kinds of activities. Your efficiency
and results Will surprise you.
ARIES Mar 31 - Apr MI: An ea.
citing romantic phase for the single
of all eget. Older people might start
• friendship which quickly develops
into a mature relationship
vANCEE 'Jun 22 - Jul 331 You
may overhear a con ion %Well
will worry you quite • Mt. Try to
put it out uf your mind for there
nothing von esti do Planet* ruling
home affairo are in an rage/lent 900-
1100 •
1.111.) Jul 94 - Atm 11311 A visitorwill brine ne•s of • neighboor whnsea mooed away One NOW surpriseIndicated this evening Try lo styesome compardonahle to a 100917 olderperson.
VIEGO Aug 24 • Sep 731 Youare likely to meet an old friend try
chance R..mance in favoured
new, of an older person, a widow or
widower, getting married Is indicated
LIBRA .Sep 24 • Oct 231. You'll
get to know an older person better.
and the depth of understanding you
(*.cover will arname you. An emotions.
time far new romances. Misunder-
standings and tiffs indicated.
!SAGITTARIUS iNov 23 - Dec JO,An arnuaintance will annoy you byasking personal questions Young Peo-ple mid their plans will take up muchof your time
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY, The Bret fewweeks promise to be quiet. This breath'
log space looks like being foilowe
by a stormy period when nothingseems to go right. YouIll win through.
and Will achieve a better understandinawill one perSon as • result. A money




















EM-Mr. Motto Takes A
Vacation






EM-The Lios and the Horse
TF-Tarzans Peril
LM-The Spiral Road







makes driving to work
almost fun





WDIA'SCALL FOR ACTIONLines in Service Mon.-FRI., from IiAm To 1 PM
1070
The Station Where SERVICE made us No. 1
with YOU as YOU are with US.
3:30 p.m, - Movie - Bu;han-
nan Rides A.Jne
4:30 p.m. - A Democratic
Reformat:on
1:30 p.m. - Conversation
with Conally
Monday
8:00 p.m. Raid On linn.
mei
Wedne.tday
7:30 p.m. - Somebody's Out
To Get Jenny
Thursday
8:00 a.m. - Ma..:;''s Thanks-
giving Day Parade
11:00 a.m. - Football: K. C.
at Detroit
4:00 p.m. - Connec. Yankee
In King Arthurs Court
Friday
12:00 a.m. - The Snorkel
CHANNEL 13
Sunday
2:30 p.m. - Ma And Pa Ket-
tle
4:00 p.m - The Caumry
G:r1
8:00 p.m. Tony Rdine
Monda .
9:00 a.m. - Ma & Pa Kettle
To Town
Tuesday
9:00 a.m. - All That FL"itt'll
Allows •
7:30 p.m. - Reluctant Heroes
We Lineslay
9:00 a.m. - Yes Sir, Thats
My Baby
Thursday .
900 a.m. The Running
Man
Friday
9:00 am. - Sandckan against
The Leopard of Sarawak
Saturday







It2 •I‘U'dal Mid •Ilouth
7'30 Today Show




10,00 Sale Of Century
10:30 H.0001 80"'..
11:00 Jeopardy
11,30 Who. What or Where
1200 on-Scene News
12:30 Three On A Match





3 30 High Chaparral
4 30 Dam'




1:20 Miss Game A Fish
7:30 The LISYln P4111lly
S.20 Religious Nowa
8.30 The Florin& Boys
9 30 'rho One Mays Show
10 00 Magiciand
10 30 OmamhIiog Football
'112 8 AFC 'k F o,.Phir
3 00 Special - Men Upstairs
3'30 Movie
4:30 Loyal Opposition
5 30 NBC News
6 00 On..The-Scfine News




9.00 The Bold Ones
10110 on-the-Scene News
1030 FIX. To Pace
11:30 Rollircon the ROOT




6 00 NBC Nightly News
6.30 Let's Make A Deal
1:00 Rowan ar. M•rtin's
Laugh-1n
6 00 Monday At The Movies
O 00 F'estIval at Ford's
10 00 On The Scene News
10:30 The Tonight $how




6:00 NBC Nightly News
6:30 Ironside
7 - 30 Barge
8.30 James Oarner As
Nichols
930 Doctor ,In Houle
10:00 On•the-Seene News
10:30 The Tonight Show








9,00 Rod Serling's "Night
Gallery"
10:00 On.The-Scene News
10,30 The Tonight Show









10.30 Tne Tonight Show








10100 On-The Scene News
Taste the best
of America.
It isn't surprising that
Seagram's 7 Crown is the
whiskey more people prefer.
After all, it's only right
that America's finest whiskey
should he America's favorite.











.".4•10,11S0 1111.0 PM MONO.
wnmo..r
'Who.
LEMAN. DISTILLERS CO., N.Y.C. 91E40E0 WHISKEY. 88 P8000. 60% CRAIN NEUIRAI. SPI0I13.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
/0 30 The Tonight Show
12 00 Midnight Movie





6'00 The Mid-South Farmer
1 00 Dr. Dolittle
7 30 Woody WoOdpecker
6 00 Deputy Dales
8 30 Pink Panther
9 00 Barrier Reef
u 30 Take A Step
It 30 The Bugaloos






3 30 Alfred Hitchcock
4 -00 Rhodes Show
4 30 Wilburn Bro..
5:00 Porter Wagoner Shot




7 30 The 000d Life
800 Saturdsy Night Movie
10 00 On The Scene News
10 30 TV•5 Movie
12 30 News And Weather











10:30 Love Of Lire





1,00 Love le . .
1 ,30 Guiding Light
2,00 Secret Storni
2:30 Edge Of Night






7:30 What Is Your Filth
8,00 TOM And Jerry
5.30 Oroovy Goalies
9.00 Day Of Disoovery
9:30 Look Up And Live
10,00 Camera Three
10:30 Far* The Nation
11,00 Laurel And Hardy
11:30 Bill Battle Show
2:30 San Fran. vs. L.A.
2,30 San Frna vs L. A.
5:00 Sixty Afinutes
6 00 Juvenile Jury
6 -30 SUnday Night Movie
8.30 Cadet County
9:30 Stand Up And Cheer
10:00 Ten O'clock News
10:15 CBS News
10:30 Late Moyle
12.15 Miss State Play Backs12:45 With This Ring





30 To Tell The Truth
7 00 Ounemoke
8 00 Here's Lucy
8 30 Der's Day Show
9 00 My Three Sccis
0:30 Arnie
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10'30 Late Movie








10.00 Ten OTleck Net..
10:30 Late Movie




6:00 I Love Lucy
030 To Tell The Truth
1.00 Carol Burnett Show
5:00 Medical Center
9:00 Manilla
10,00 Ten O'Clock Newts
10:30 Late Movie








10.00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie
12,00 News And Weather
13.05 Sign Off
NOV. 10
6 30 To Tell The Truth
7:00 The Mokpo TeddyBeare
7,30 o'Har• U it Treasury
O 30 CBS Friday Night
Movie
10,00 Ten O'clock News
10:30 Late Movie









0'30 The Hair Bear Bunch0:00 Pebbles And Barn Bain9,30 Archie'.
10'00 Sabrina
10:30 The Pussycats
11 00 The Monkees
!I 30 You Are There
12 00 CBS Film Festivel
I 00 Early Movie
2 30 Tersan
4 00 Wild tingdeM
4,30 Perry Mason
17::s If.,
700 All In The Family
7 30 Funny Face
6.00 Dick Van Dyke Show
30 Mary Tyler Moore
Show
9 00 Whalen Impoesible
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie
32:00 Award Theatre




















3,00 Love American My/.
3,30 Timmle h Lauds









$:30 Christ Is An344,




1230 Issues And Answers10:43 Bellevue Rapt.
12:00 Press Conf.
13:30 Ole Miss Ftbl.
1:00 Wagon Train
7,30 Million $ Movie41)10 Sunday Showcase6 00 Lawrence Welk700 The FBI





7:00 Nanny & Prof
7:30 NCAA Preview
11,00 Green Bay vs Atlanta10.45 Eyewitness News11:15 Bill Dance





a 00 Marcus Welby
10 00 Eyewitness News
10 30 Wild Wild West








I1,30 Shirley Waotalow9700 Man And The City10.00 Eyewitness News






7.00 Georgia vs GeorgiaTech
5.00 Longstreet
9.00 Owen Marshall
10 00 Eyewitness News
10:30 Wild Wild West
11 30 Dick Cavett





78:t gaeortrridgepi Fam ily
tsr
0.00 Violent
10 00 Eyewitness News





7 00 Jerry Lewis
7 30 Roadrunner








6:00 Kodak All•America6'30 Dialogue








1:00 Toy That Grew Up
3:10 Journey
2:30 To Be Announced
3:00 Navy Film Of Week
3:30
4:00 Olytiplc Iy








5:45 Sing Hi Sing LO
3:00 All Ahearn
3:30 The Big Picture
UNICEF FACTS
More than three-fourths of
the world's 1.1 billion chil-
dren live n the developing
nations. UNICEF aid helps
protect these children from
malnutrition and disease and
prepares them for future
citlzetuth'p.
UNICEF helps children in
112 developing nations. To
Improve their lives it pro-
vides equipment to schools
and training granst to teach-
ers. More schools and teach-
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2:45 Sing HI Sing Co
3,00 All Aboard
310 The Religions 01 M.44100 What's New
4:30 Sesame Street
5:30 Mister Roger













6.00 The Electric Company010 Channel 10 Travels7:130 The French Chef
7:30 This Week











11,00 The Electric Company630 Channel 10 Travels7:00 Thirty Minutes With7:30 Week In Review




2 45 Sing Ni Sing Lo
3:00 All Aboard
3:30 Memphis School.4.00 What's New
4:30 Sesame Street
5.30 Whiter Roger
6 00 The Electric Company6.30 Channel 10 Travels1.00 Toy That Grew Up8:00 Insight
8 30 Shelby county Schools5.55 Brief
9 00 Performance
0.30 USA: The Novel
•
a
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Airman Osby L. Mc-
ClaM, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George A. 5I0Clain of 1601
N. Hollywood St., Memphis,
tas received his first U. S.
Air Force duty assignment
after corn p1 eting basic
training at the Air Train-
ing Command's Lackland
AFB, Tex The airman has
been assigned to a unit of
the Tactical Air Command
at McConnell APB, Kan.,
for training and duty in the. tile 
administrative field. Airman
McClain is a 1971 graduate
of Douglass High School.
JAMES LUMPKIN
Marine Pvt. James. L.
Lumpkin. son of Mr. and
Mrs. James W. Lumpkin of
3715 liazelwood, Memphis,
Tenn., has graduated from





































Salute to Memphians in service
rine Corps Recruit Depot,
Parris Island, S. C.
He is a graduate of




Gerald H. Logan Jr., hus-
band of the former Miss
Marsta A. GIV6S of Mem-
phis, Tenn., graduated from
basic training at the Naval




George. Son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fonme M. George of 1220
Prescott, Memphis, Tenn.,
has completed his U. S. Air
Force basic training at the
Air Training Command's
Lackland AFB, Tex. He Las
been assigned to Goodfellow
AFB, Tex., for training as
a communications analysis
specialist. Airman George,
a 1967 graduate of Messick
High School, attended Van.
derbilt College, Nashville,
Tenn.. and Christian Broth-
ers College, Memphis.
ERNE ST JOHNSON. Jr.
Staff S e r geant Ernest
E. Johnson Jr., son of Mrs.
Ruby M. Tucker, 1222 W.
61st, Chicago; has graduat-
ed at Sheppard AFB. Tex.,
from the technical training
course for U. S. Air Force
medical ad m inist rative
specialists.
Sergeant Johnson. wko
wa.- trained to maintam
medical and veterinary rec-
ords, is being assigned to
Castle AFB, Calif.; for duty
at the USAF hospital.
The sergeant, whose fath-
er is Ernest E. Johnson,
1509 Se n ders, Memphis,
Tenn., I. a 1961 graduate
of Manassas High School.
MemPhts• lie also attended
Inter American University,
Puerto, Rica.
His wife, Vernita, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Roberson of 2435
Golden Ave., Me in pit Ls .
KENNETH REEDER
Marine Pvt. Kenneth E.
Reeder, son of Mrs. Hazel
D. Gates id 777 Richmond,
Memphis. Tenn., ha'.
uated from recruit training
at the AL;One Corps Re-
cruit Depot, San Diego.
TERRY JORDAN
Airman Terry N Jordan,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Web-
ster C. Jordan Sr. of 446
Loraine, Memphis, has com-
pleted basic training at
Lackland APT, Tex. He has
been assigned ta Chanute
AFB, Ill., for training as a
Cite protection specialist.
Airman Jordan is a 1969
:radtiate of Wh itehaven
High School. His wife is the




Mona E. Ford, daughter
of Mr. apd Mrs. James L.
Gaters, 832 E Trigg Ave.,
Memphis, has arrived for
duty at Lockbourne APB,
Sergeant Ford, a supply
specialist, is assigned to a
unit of the Strategic Air
Command. America's nu-
clear deterrent force of long
range bo.rn hers and inter-
continental hallistis mis-
siles. She previously served
at Keesler AFB. Miss.
A 1966 graduate of Booker
T. Washington High School.
the sergeant is a 1968
graduate of Memphis State
University a n d LeMoyne
College.
Her husband, David, is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. D.





Campbell Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Com modore
Campbell, 3969 Ross Road,
Germantown. T e no., has
completed basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex. He is
remaining at Lackland for
training as a security po-
liceman. Airman Campbell
is a 1970 graduate of Caple-
ville H i ,g h s c boor in
Memphis.
ROBERT L. TAYLOR
Airman Robert L. Taylor,
formerly of 1213 Greenwood
St., Memphis, has graduated
at Keesler AFB, Miss., from
the U. S. Air Force admin-
istrative specialist course.
The airman is now pro-
ficient in the preparation of
Air Force correspondence
and reports
Airnian 'TaxIor, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert L. Taylor,




Marine Pvt. Leverett B.
Hugkes Jr., son of Mrs.
Wannie Hughes of 3655
Macon Rd.. Memphis. Tenn .
has graduated from recruit
training at the Marine Corp,
Recruit Depot, Parris Is
land, S. C.
Ile is a graduate of Tread-




Steven A. Pinson of 1475
Broadway, Arlington, Tenn.,,
wa, promoted to his pres-
ent rank while serving with
Marine Corps Air Station,
Oahu, Hawaii.
JERRY ELAM
Navy Petty Officer Third
Class Jerry L. Elam, sun
of Mr. and Mrs. Alton W.
Elam of 2167 Stephanie
Ave., Memph's, Tenn., is
temporarily s t ationed a
Cubi Point, Republic of the
Philippines with P atrol
Squadron 19.
His squadron is scheduled
ski return to its homebase.




Lambert H. Tynes, husband
This home team does its best work on the road.
When a customer has a problem, one of
our service teams hits the road.
This has been the case for so long that we
tend to regard it as "routine:'
So we were surprised—pleasantly—when
a stockholder brought it up at the annual
stockholders meeting of Peoples Gas
Company. He told this story:
"A team of two men came to our house
recently... at 7:15 at night. ..the weather
was cold and extremely menacing. They
worked together in an exemplary model of
cooperation and teamwork'
"I think one of the most important assets
of the company is that morale... however
you got it, for heaven's sake, keep_it:'
He was talking about Michael Cafagna
and Thomas Whiten, pictured above, who
have put in a total of 38 years with Peoples
Gas. And along with them, we have
hundreds of other service teams that do
their best work "on the road:'
If you had teams like these, wouldn't
you be proud?
We're all in this
together.
PEOPLES GAS COMPANY
The Peoples Gas Ught and Coke Company North Shore Gas Company Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America
of the former Miss Terry --
Loft of 5021 Easley St., Mil-
lington. Tenn., Ls serving at
the Marine Corps Air Sta-
tion, Iwakuoi, Japan.
DAISY
• • -1 5, f14,1201














FRANKIE AVALON , JILL HAWORTH
Horror 120 435 800
War 3 05 630 9' 45
If you






In the six years he's been
with our company he's
earned four major honors.
And if you want to be a
winner, he can help you.
He understands achievers.
He knows how to help





We've been helping blacks
reach their goals since 1898.
Its made us Me largest
black-opereted financial
institution in :hi. nation today.
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has vacancies for the following:
BUILDING MAINTENANCE MECHANIC—
AIRPORT: Requires high school or equiva•
lent education; skilled in maintenance of
special equipments useci in airport build-
ings. Experience in inspection, repair of
electror4 and electrical equipment such as
escalators; lifts, heavy equipment; working
knowledge and skills in electronics, electric-
ity, carpentry, and plastering. Supervisory
experience desired.
BUDGET ANALYST Requires degree in
Business or Public Administration, finance
or related field with undergraduate
courses in Governmental Accounting and
Municipal Finance required. Minimum two
years municipal budget or related experi-
ence desired.
Excellent fringe benefits supplement
salary. Qualified applicants submit de-
tailed resume, i.ncludir9 current and ex-
pected salary to:
Mr. Hugh M. Rice
Administrator, Manpower
City of Memphis Personnel Dept.
125 N. Main St.
Memphis, Term, 38103













CME members hold S. Memphis confab
By RAYCHELLE LYNOM CARHEE
SOUTH MEMPHIS DISTRICT
For the Conference Year. the first South Memphis Dis-
trict Meeting was held October 19, 1071, at Harris Memorial
C. M. E. Church with Rev. Alvin Hopkins as host Minister.
Once again, we are happy to welcome the Rev. N. Charles
Thomas and his new bride, Mrs. Mary Thomas and his family
back as our new Presiding Elder of the South Memphis Dis-
trict. Rev. Thomas is also Administrative Assistant to our
Bishop B. Julian Smith of the 1st Episcopal District.
Of widespread interest in the National Christian Methodist
Church is the Pilot Project to be initiated in each Episcopal
District, the South Memphis being chosen for this Episcopal
District. It is called the 4 "R" Project, sponsored by the Gen-
eral Board of Christian Education, Dr. C. D. Coleman, direc-
tor. During the district meeting, Dr. Coleman outlined the
Pilot Project of the C. M. E. Church. He stressed that the
Sunday School is the most vital area to reach the church people
through teaching.
"The immediate tasks confronting the local church are:
Rcenforcing its teaching ministry, developing local leaders,
replenishing its ranks and enlarging its resources. The 4 "R's"
are: .Retraining, Refurbishing. Recruitment and Resources.
The Projects are cons t ructed to help local churches plan
leadership development programs, geared specifically to their
needs. More about the 4 "It's" Project later.
There will be a District Musical and Fellowship Tea on
Sunday, Nov. 28, 1971 from 2:00 P. M. until 6:00 P. M. at Mt.
Olive Cathedral C. M. E. CHURCH sponsored by the District
Churches, Mrs. Hattie Marable is the General Chairman. The
Memphis District Choirs, the Youth Choir of Mt. Olive Cathe-
dral and Rock of Ages Choir will render the music.
The Young People of Jones-Story C. M. E. Church presented
a musical Hour on Sunday. Oct. 24th at 2:00 P. M. Songs of
praise were enjoyed by the audience with Miss Katie Smith
direcring the choir. The number of young men participating in
the Youth Choir are to be commended. Some of the young
visitors present were: Misses Yolanda and Danice Shipp, Mr.
Dennis Shipp and Miss Mary Ingram. Miss Ruthie M. Smith.
Mrs. Helen McGowan and Mrs. Loraine A. Phillips are Direc-
tors of the Young People's Choir. The Pastor, Rev. Dudley S.
Martin has worked diligently with our Church Mission. He is
to be commended for the church in the near future.
Of much social concern recently have been two outstanding
banquets of which your scribe had the privilege to attend. The
Citizens Committee Council observed their 24th Anniversary
with a Banquet Program and Fashions on Sunday Evening.
October 31, 1971 at 5:45 P. M. at the Holiday Inn Rivermont.
It was an evening of enjoyment and entertainment.
The banquet dinner program included music rendered by
Miss Linda Stepp, discourse of the "Citizens 24th Anniversary"
by Miss La Quits Barbee. The guest speaker for the after-
• 
noon oa Mr. Roscoe Overton, Executive Director of Com-
munity Action Agency. He expressed the fact that Employ-
ment is of vital interest to the Community Action Agency and
the basic social problems of persons in need.
He also commended the citizens Committee Council for
their years of Civic Service and Community Welfare Service.
The Community Action Agency cooperates with such organiza-
tions as the Citizens Committee Council in reaching out to help
those that are in need.
During the evening, citation awards were presented for
outstanding service and service to the community. The Awards
Recipients were: Dr. Hollis F. Price, Director of Urban Af-
fairs of WMC and WMC-TV, National Moderator of the Church
of Christ and formerly an advisor of the Memphis Board of
Education Board Members. Mrs. Deborah Green Harris pre-
sented Dr. Price's award. Mr. Carl Carson, President of the
Carl Carson Car and Rental, Inc. He has received several out-
standing Civic Awards. Mr. Willie L. Lay presented Mr. Car-
son's Award.
Mr. S. L. Kopald, Executive Vice President of the Huniko
Products Division of Kraftco Corp.. Chairman of the Repub-
lican Parties of Tennessee received his award from Mr.
Joe Young of State Technical Vocational School. Mrs. Rosie
S. Porter. recording Secretary of the Citizen's Committee
Council, an ardent Civic Worker award was presented by
Remarks were given by the illustrative wife of Dr. doll's
Mrs. Grace Carodine.
F. Price, Mrs. Althea Price 'Guidance Counselor of Booker
T. Washington High School. Expressions and words of ap-
preciation were given by Mr. Joseph Mays, General Chairman
of the Banquet and Mr. Roscoe Dixon, President of the Citi-
zens Committee Council. Award Recipients were presented
by the Awards Committee Chairman, Mr. L. Raymond Lynom
Executive Board Chairman of the Citizens Committee Council
and the Co-Chairman, Mrs. Loretta McCoy.
The Citizens Council entertainment in Fashions were pre-
sented by Mrs. Wilma McNiel, Co-Ordinator. Models were nar-
rated by Mrs. Eugenia Thomas, Quite prominent among the
fashions colors were Cranberry Red and Black, modeling Slack
Suits, Three Piece Gaucho Suits and Jump Suits trimmed
in Fur fashions were compliments of Riff's, Jacqueline's and
Clarke Greene's Modeling Agency.
On Monday night, Nov. ist at 8:00 p. m., the Rev. Henry
Logan Starks was honored with a Recognition Banquet at the
Sheraton Peabody Hotel touching off the "Starks For Bishop
Campaign". Mrs. Alice Jackson was the General Chairman
of the Reception Committee For "Starks For Bishop Club".
Expressions were given by Professor R. B. Thompson of
St. James A. M. E. Church who spoke of Rev. Starks as a
congenial and loyal pastor. Monsignor Leppert spoke of how
Rev. Starks stressed love, peace and unity for all brotherhood.
Dr. Virgil Tbdd spoke in behalf of the Memphis Theologi-
cal Seminary of which Rev. Starks is an Instructor. His
characteristics of Leadership in the community constrain
him to see Rev. Starks as "America's Ambassador of Goo&'
will". Dean William Dimmick spoke in regards of the Mew„
phis Inter-Faith Association, said that he is compassionate and
a great Leader.
Mrs. Nettie B. Rogers gave Kelicitations from Church Of
God in Christ, Apostolic Faith, and the Baptist Denominations, -
said that Rev. Starks is the South's best and a world renowii.
Minister.
Bishop Ernest Lawrence Hickman spoke of Rev. Starks
being a great leader and one that the present times demand:
Judge Otis Higgs spoke of Rev. Starks dedication to service
of mankind. Rev. James Lawson, recalled the many Hospital
visits he and Rev. Starks made together ministering to. the
sick and also stated a pastor must have a compassionate
heart and a deep calling to commit himself to the good of the
people. Dr. Ingram, President of Memphis Theological semi-
nary was introduced by Rev. Starks. Rev. Timothy Daelk
brought greetings from the Christian Methodist Church. The -
Rev. 1 Ir. Frank McRae, Superintendent of the Methodia
Church brought greetings from the United Methodist Church."'
The Speaker for the occasion was Mr. William Lucy, Ex-
ecutive Assistant American Federation State Director relat-
ed his close association with Rev. Starks in the City's struggle.
for equal rights: stated that this was a great occasion for the
great leader, Rev. Henry Starks as well as for the A. M. E.
Church.
MID SOUTH'S FINEST
SOUTH-1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAVEN) MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
OPEN la CLOSED SUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
$6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!
I
Prices in the ad effective noon, IL
vember 17th thru midnight, Wed.,
November 24th. We reserve the




EAST-5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL
Church, 1231 North Manas• women's Day celebration.
Grace MBC ladies day
Grace Missionary Baptist 
. 
will hold its
Sunday, Nov. 21. beginning uisSINIZ°E.1RED LB. 45POTATO ES
at 11:00 a.m. Mrs. Archie 
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Mae Pratcher, of Middle
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E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
There's mons lo my job
than sales. There's
service. The kind you
can have confidence In.
JOHN A. CLEAVc13
000rcir• 100 NeMITNI MAIN,
iftel-0 7
Metropolitan Life
New York, N Y
We sell life insurance.
But our business is life.
Mrs. Inez Cole. of Progre,-
s've Baptist Church will
serve as afternoon speaker
at 3:00 p.m. The public
invited to hear these two
dynamic. speakers. Mrs. Net.
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The South Memphi, 24-00:.$1199
trict CME Church ins r SHRIMP Pooled sod 1)•••••lood-Needy To Cook- Pkg. I
Main Mold
their friends and the
to a Musical and Fellowship
Tea which will J2held 
a'Mi. OliveSuCathedral on n- FISH FILLETS
day. Nov. al. from 4-6 p m







 PUREX BLEACHMr. T. J. Toney is Ma-'.
of Ceremonies.
Chairmen of the various
committees are: Souvenir
Booklet, Mrs. Sadie Ed-
wards; decoration. Miss
Maydella Reeves; contact,
Mr. Woodard Toler; enter-
tainment, Mrs. Lula Terry; ,
Publicity, Mr. Willie L. Lay;
courtesy, Mrs. Rosa N o r-
fleet; transportation, Mr.
Richard Duncan.
Music will be rendered by
the Memphis District Choirs,
Youth Choir of Mt. Olive











CASH OR CREDIT NO FINANCE CHARGE
1. Factory Rebuilt motors installed on time,
2. Automatic Transmissions-Guaranteed on time.
3. Paint jobs - cash or on time.
4. All Body work and Wrecks built cash or easy pay-
ments, also insurance jobs.
5. Air conditioning, cash or $5.00 per week.
6. All glass work.
7. Used and rebuilt auto parts.
COME TO SEE US-YOU WILL BE GLAD YOU DID.
JEFFCOAT MOTORS









Flake-1 4-Or. Bag at
Quart 29
Jar









KLEENEX TOWELS 3 '1"
PEPSI-COLAS 
RICELAND RICE
0141sOf FRYERS2. p WHOLE 25,
CUT-UP PER LB.
PER LB. WI, (3 LIMIT)
FRESH PORK








LOAF& & WHOLE HAMS 754 La;
U.S.D.A. GRADE 18-LBS. & UP
TOM TURKEYS LB.3241













DELTA SLICED WITH SUGAR
FROZEN 10-0Z. PKG. (3 LIMIT)
154
SALT FIRST CUTS CENTER CUT 1
MEAT 15$ PER LB. 294PER LB.
Ctn. of 8- 16-0z. 69c8OLOG
Plus Deposit







DINNERS Kraft Macaroniand Cheese 271/4°139c CEOPkgs
OLEO
WASHING POWDER
Fleischniann's 100% Corn 19C 49-0r. 84.








WITH MS COUPON 79c







  FRED MONTE'il
flED INNIFFISI MORRELL PRIDE 1-LB. PIM. fir
BACON 14.11. PKG.
Or 53' Ott Fred Monies) or %Farrell Pride Bacon •
or Fishy Beet Bacon 12-02. ?kg. 35' with teapot Rat W
With Coupon arid 8.5.00 adchtionol parchnse, excluding vohre of 4:011Pen met- -
chondise (Fresh milk products, ene-fseese ond sobocco also excluded in corm
plionce with state low). Coupon expires midnight WsKintseday. November 24th.









COUPON EXPIRES 11/24P. 1


















COSPON RAG 3/ 
COUPON MIRES 11/24/71
Woo courom PEE PURCHASE
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Coach Rod Rust and his North Texas State football team
left Memphis last week not sure that they weren't the victims
of a double conspiracy. During the week of the The Mean
Green's invasion a state legislator announced that he would
submit a resolution calling for the removal of Billy "Spook"
Murphy as Memphis State coach. According to the resolution
Mursihy could stay on as athletic dire..ter.
All the charges did, coupled with ihe game being for the
Misspuri Valley Conference Championship, was to incite the
Tigers into putting on a superb performance. Memphis State
sent nine backs on a record breaking 81 rushes to smother
North Texas under a 47-8 avalanche before about 14,000 in Me-
morial Stadium on a bright sunny afternocn. The ideal weather
was quite a contrast from the 38 degree night one week earlier
ageing. Houston. The win earned a spot for MSU in the Paso-
dents.Bowl opposite a to be named opponent from the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association. Cal State at Long Beach and San
JosesState, an upset winner last week over Rose Bowl bound
Stanford, are battling for the other spot at Pasadena on De-
cember 18.
KANSAS STATE HERE
Ray Jamielson and Skeeter Gowen scored first half touch-
downs to help MSU take a 14-0 lead after the first 30 minutes,
but it was a 33 point third quarter that brought North Texas
to its. knees. Darnell Harris and Cliff Taylor, two promising
sophomores, shared equally four of the five touchdowns scor-
ed in that productive third period. Stan Davis ct dn't get in on
the scoring as much as he would hays liked to for well wishers
in the Manassas High Sshool band who performed at half-
time. Davis, a product of Manassas. again led the MSU pass
receivers with three receptions for 41 yards.
.Mite is the game Memphis State showed its compassion
for-the Eagles when they ran quarterba.k John Robinson on
01mo-straight sneaks from the one. North Texas just beat the
clotrwith the ensuing 99 yard touchdown drive engineered by
rescrse quarterback James Thorne. It was the second time in
as Awry games that MSU opponents have had back-up signal
cal= who are black. After sending Charles Johnson ov er
frotgrthe one for the TD Thorne passed to Draives Edwards
for-the two point conversion.
111 the coaches got victory rides off the field by the play-
ers7 who dedicated the game to them because as one Tiger
pointed out, the coaches have been 'getting a raw deal. Mem-
phis State will have to keep its momentum and beat Kansas
State this Saturday afternoon in Memorial in order to finish
the season even at 5-5. The Purple invaders gave tough Ne-
hrska some anxious moments last week before succumbing to
the: mighty Cornhuskers.
...Murphy was told in the dressing room that by winning big
against NTS it was a great way to get a monkey off his back.
Muntiy knows he has the backings of MSU President Cee'l
Huahreys, who also was i.i the dressing room to congratu-
late the team, but the MSU mentor would like to regain the
support of the many partisans who have deserted his camp,
WIN ON. ROAD
The Memphis Pros haven't had a lot of success this season
and virtually none on the read before last week. After hosting
the ABA's first doubleheader here the Pros won back-to-back
road games in Dallas and Salt Lake City to move closer to
the .500 mark with a 7-9 record. The 107-104 win over the
Chaparrals moved the Pros into a tie for third place in the
Western Division. The sLoring punch was supplied once again
by the guards, Larry Cannon and Bobby Warren throwing
in 27 and 24 in that order. Ex-Pro Steve Jones led all scorers
with 29 while Rich Jones had 18 for the Chaps.
After three games with Utah the Pros won its firh game
from the Stars, 125-116 last Saturday night. The Stars, defend-
ing ABA champs, continued to have problems winning on their
home floor. The Pros got a 29 po'nt effort from Charlie Wil-
liams and a super night from Gerald. Govan to down the
Stars. Govan, seldom in double figures, pumped in 18 points
to go with 20 rebounds. The Pros return to the MA-South Coli-
seum next peek for three games commencing Sunday night
when the 'Pros collide in the first of two home encounters with
the Floridians who will also .return on Friday. Pittsburgh
moves in Wednesday for the Condors' first appearance of the
season.
The Pros stockholders received their first report of the
year. The statement revealed that Use Pros, who expects to
operate this year at a $200.000 deficit, are progressing about




Mt. Pisgah, C. M. E.
Church will celebrate its
91st anniversary, this Sun-
day, Nov. 21, beginning at
10:00 a.m., and lasting
throughout the day.
At 10:35 Rev, C. D. Cole-
man, executive secretary of
the General Board of Chris-
tian Education, will be the
morning speaker. At 5:00
p.m., a program honoring
Eddie Davis is planned.
Rev. E. L. Brown is minis-
ter. and Louise Ward serves
as publicity chairman.

















) and 27,000 debutante balls.
Johnnie Walker Red. The world's largest selling Scotch.
Om 1045 . . 5 Locations
APPLIANCE Co.




'311$ THOMAS (NWT. SI N.) 335-4553
• 3431 SUISUAIIR 
• 5237 POPLAR 
*2574 UUAAR  743-5370 FPO leerra II It 6 r6 
fr.
66.66. 0 4235 HWY. 11 SOUTH  306-0005 
Frigidaire Frost-Proof
Dv. With 154-1b. size freezer
Ira.

















• Slanted top design lowers
front opening, makes loading
a snap • Super-Surge wash-
ing action—needs little or no
pre-rinsing • 4 Cycles—in-
cluding Plate Warmer.
Frigidaire Range features lift-
off door, big storage draws
ALL S STORKS 01.104 DAILY U AJA.-9 P.M. 
Closed Sunday
$18995





YOU "SAVE TWICE"...WITH TOP VALUE STAMPS!
CUT UP MIXED PARTS
'FRYING
CHICKEN',
Our Family Pak Contains




U.S.D.A. INSPECTED GRADE "A"
LARGE EGGS








Value Stamp s with 17111
this coupon and $5.00 purchase,
excites ng tobacco products and IrelS or
frozen milk pnoducts and In addition to
any other coupon requirement. Good thru




KROGER EGGS Doz. 5 fp 'al
we
.me
.., MARKET BASKET DOZ. UP ...
6.-  with this coupon at Kroger stores. Good te40
iii•YI"' 
b.
thru Twill., Nov. 23. Limit one, suoinzt to














U.S. NO. 1 OiJAL:TY
IDAHO
POTATOES
WE GLADLY HONOR U.S.GOVT FOOD STAMPS!
41 •
Let's talktukey and everything you'll need for the --
table. Like pots, pans, dishes and flatware.
All under the Squiggly Roof. All at budget saving prices.
o piece stainless steel
flatware service for 8
Choose contemporary "Finale"
or traditional "Fleur". Set
incluges: 16 tetaspoons. 8 each.
soup spooWs, dinner forks.
salad forks, dinner knives, iced
teas. 1 each, butter knife,
sugar spoon, cold meat fork,
berry spoon, gravy ladle,
tablespoon, pierced tablespoon,







Looks, feels and has the ring of china.
yet its oven and dishwasher sate and resists
breaking. chipping or staining. Corning promises
to replace any dishes that break, craze, chip or
stain within 2 years of normal use Choose white or
patterns of green, blue, or gold. Set includes: 4 of each,
large plates, medium plates, ,arge bowls, cups and saucers.
Open stock available in sets of 4. Small plates 3.60








roasters in 3 sizes
Brilliant blue speckled finish
absorbs heat instead of reflectin.
it. Lids have evenly spaced 'drip
drops' to aid in basting. Built-in
gravy wells.
Oval roaster




151/8" x 10 " x 7"
1.67
Rectangular covered
roaster (not shown) 4
191 4 " x 121/2' x
2.97
Kitchen helpers
GI as s 'baster 570
Taylor meat thermometer 2.27
Roast rack 970
Rolling pin 1.17
Cake coolers (set of 2)870





Scratch-proof non-stick inside coating
Porcelain finish exterior. Colors are fadepr
sta;nproof and heat resistant. Avocado, pop
harvest gold. Set includes: lqt. and 2 qt.
saucepans with covers, 5 qt covered Dutch
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